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System and Method of Providing Individual Client Applications for

Artist-Specific Content

RELATED APPLICATIONS

[001] This application is related to U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 14/519,125, entitled

"System and Method of Creating and Managing Entity-Specific Applications in an Integrated

Platform", filed on October 20, 2014; U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 14/519,129, entitled

"System and Method of Providing Individual Client Applications for Artist-Specific Content",

filed on October 21, 2014; U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 14/519,132, entitled "System and

Method for Facilitating Co-Play and Download of Artist Specific Client Applications Via User-

Provided Playlists", filed on October 21, 2014; U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 14/519,168,

entitled "System and Method for Generating Artist-Specified Dynamic Albums", filed on

October 21, 2014; and U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 14/519,171, entitled "System and

Method for Facilitating Cross-Application Functionality Among Artist Specific Client

Applications", filed on October 21, 2014, all of which are incorporated by reference herein in

their entireties.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[002] The invention relates to systems and methods of creating and managing entity-specific

applications in an integrated platform to provide entity content such as music and other

content to users through the entity-specific applications.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[003] The music industry has been evolving as technology provides greater access to music

created by artists (e.g., musicians, singers, bands, etc.). For example, music downloads and

streaming services have created different models of providing music and other content.

However, while providing easier access to music, these different provisioning models have had

adverse effects on artists and fans (e.g., users) alike and also fail t o integrate music with other

content created by the artist.

[004] For example, individual artists have been experiencing diminishing returns on the
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songs and albums they create. Various factors such as illegal music download and a la carte

purchase of individual songs have contributed to this decline. For users, they must continue to

purchase music downloads (or illegally obtain music) or subscribe to streaming services, which

requires use of network bandwidth. Such network bandwidth places a burden on streaming

services and also requires fans to use oftentimes expensive network services (whose

availability may be erratic) and increased battery usage when streamed to mobile devices.

[005] Furthermore, artists have been increasingly using social media (e.g., FACEBOOK,

TWITTER, INSTAGRAM, etc.) and other content services to provide artist content t o users.

However, conventional music provisioning services typically ignore this content, requiring

users t o separately access music services and social media and other content services. Thus,

even though fandom is ubiquitous in the music industry, conventional music delivery services

typically ignore this information. What's more, each social media platform typically monetizes

an artist's social media account by collecting advertising and other fees related to user

interaction with the social media account, while providing little t o no compensation to the

artist in return.

[006] Additionally, there is conventionally little t o no connection between actual use (e.g.,

playback) of songs t o income. For instance, in a content streaming model, payment is typically

inversely related to usage because payment to artists is typically fixed regardless the number

of times an artist's song is streamed, resulting in decreased revenue per stream as the number

of streams increases. In a download model, after the initial payment for download, a given

song may be played without further monetization opportunities.

[007] Still further, once downloaded or streamed, artists typically lack control over music

consumed by the user. Such lack of control prevents the artist from easily providing a new

song, deleting an existing song, and/or otherwise exercising control over the music provided

to their users.

[008] Another problem of streaming services is that each individual artist whose music is

streamed has little t o no motivation to promote the streaming service (because they have

little to no financial incentive to do so). These and other drawbacks of conventional content

delivery (in particular music delivery) services exist.



SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[009] The invention addressing these and other drawbacks relates to systems and methods

of creating and managing artist specific applications in an integrated platform to provide artist

content such as music and other content to users through the artist specific applications,

according to an implementation of the invention.

[01 0 ] A system may facilitate monetization of artist content (e.g., music, social media posts,

loyalty items, etc.) by providing the artist content through an artist specific application that is

created and branded specifically for the artist. The system may monitor user activity with

respect to the artist specific application and determine a revenue amount to be provided to

the artist based on the user activity. In this manner, artists may benefit from creation of an

artist specific application by allowing for the monetization of the artist content provided

through the artist specific application. Furthermore, the system may change the music or

other content provided through the artist specific application in response to artist input,

allowing the artist to control what their fans listen to or view through the artist specific

application.

[01 1 ] Users may download the artist specific application (as well as other artist specific

applications of other artists) or otherwise obtain and execute the artist specific application at

a user device in order to listen to the artist's music and obtain other content related to the

artist through the artist specific application. Thus, instead of a single application that streams

music from multiple artists, each artist specific application may relate to an individual artist.

[01 2 ] A download of the user specific application may be provided free of charge t o the user

such that the user obtains the artist's music at no charge. Because the artist specific

application includes the artist's music (and presents other artist content), a user who has

downloaded the artist specific application may listen to the music without a network

connection, reducing the need for network connectivity and battery usage of a user device.

[01 3 ] In some implementations, the music may be provided to the user as a temporary

music lease that must be renewed before expiration. If the system has not received and

approved a request to renew the music lease from a given artist specific application installed

at a user device, the system may cause the music to be removed or otherwise rendered

unplayable. For example, an artist specific application may be programmed to periodically

request a new lease from a computer system. If the new lease is not granted or the artist



specific application cannot communicate with the computer system before the music lease

has expired, the artist specific application may not play some or all of the music associated

with the artist specific application (e.g., the artist specific application may delete or otherwise

render the music unplayable). In some instances, a music lease may relate to all music stored

with an artist specific application such that all music stored with the artist specific application

will have the same expiration time. In other instances, a music lease may relate to only a

subset of the music stored with an artist specific application such that different music will

have different expiration times.

[014] The systems and methods may include an artist specific application created and

branded for an artist that provides artist content such as music and other content to users and

facilitating the monetization of and maintaining control over the artist content, according to

an implementation of the invention. Users may download the artist specific application (as

well as other artist specific applications of other artists) to listen to the artist's music, in some

instances free of charge, allowing the user t o listen to the artist's music even without a

network connection and (in some instances) without expressly paying for the music.

[015] To provide monetization opportunities for the artist (in instances where the artist

specific application is provided free of charge) or enhance such opportunities (in instances

where the artist specific application is provided for a fee), the system may determine a

revenue amount to be awarded to the artist based on user activity with respect to the artist

specific application. Because each artist specific application relates to a given artist, each time

the artist specific application is used by a user t o listen to music and/or view other artist

content may contribute to the revenue amount to be provided to the artist.

[016] Thus, user activity with respect to two or more artist specific applications installed at a

user device may be individually monitored and respective revenue amounts may be provided

to respective artists based on the individually monitored user activity. As such, each artist

may be incentivized to provide engaging content (including music and posts made through the

artist's social media accounts) to enhance user activity with respect to their applications,

which may also benefit fans who receive such content, in many instances free of charge.

[017] An artist specific application download may include the artist's music, giving the user

an ability to play the music locally at a user device without a network connection and without

expressly paying for a music download. The music included with the artist specific application



download may be played by the artist specific application, but may not be played at the user

device other than through the artist specific application.

[018] For example, in an implementation, the music may be integrated with (e.g., compiled

or otherwise encoded into) the artist specific application such that when the artist specific

application is downloaded to the user device, a binary or other instructions that encode the

music is downloaded to the user device as part of the artist specific application but is not

separately available to be played other than through the artist specific application. In this

example, the music may not be downloaded to the user device as a separate file, but is instead

integrated within an artist specific application executable file so that the user does not have

access t o the given song file separate from the artist specific application. In another

implementation, a given song may be encrypted or otherwise provided as a separate binary

that only the artist specific application may play.

[019] As an incentive for artists to agree to such a free arrangement, the artist may be

provided with revenue share opportunities as well as an ability t o maintain control over the

music. For example, increased user activity (e.g., listening to songs, interacting with social

media posts, etc.) in relation to the artist specific application may result in increased revenue

amounts that are shared with the artist. Each time the artist specific application is activated

(e.g., opened) or otherwise interacted with by a user may result in additional revenue

amounts for the artist. Such revenue amounts may include advertising revenue (for ads

placed through the artist specific application), purchase revenue associated with purchases

made through the artist specific application, endorsements made by the artist through the

artist specific application, and/or other revenue amounts.

[020] Because the artist's music may not be accessed or played other than through the artist

specific application, the system may exercise control over the music, via the artist specific

application, even though information encoding the music is downloaded to and stored at the

user device. For example, the system may remove or otherwise render unplayable a song

from the user device. In the foregoing example, the user may not be provided with ownership

rights over the music and yet possesses a copy of the music (e.g., information that encodes

the music) at the user device such that that music may be played from local storage without a

network connection.

[021] In some implementations, the music may be provided to the user as a temporary music



lease that must be renewed before expiration. At various times (e.g., when opened, at

predefined intervals, etc.), the artist specific application may request a music lease renewal

from a remote computer system that controls such renewals. If the artist specific application

has not obtained the music lease renewal and the music lease has expired, the artist specific

application may terminate access t o some or all of the artist's content or may not allow the

artist specific application to be opened. For example, the artist specific application may no

longer play one or more of the artist's songs provided with the artist specific application

and/or may no longer allow access t o other content such as loyalty items.

[022] In some instances, a music lease may relate to all music stored with an artist specific

application such that all music stored with the artist specific application will have the same

expiration time. In other instances, a music lease may relate to only a subset of the music

stored with an artist specific application such that different music will have different

expiration times. The requirement for music lease renewals to access artist content may

encourage periodic communication with the remote computer system, as well as provide a

mechanism by which music lease renewals may be controlled by the system and/or by the

artist.

[023] The artist specific application may integrate other artist content as well. For example,

the artist specific application may aggregate social media posts related to the artist from

various social media platforms, the user t o view such social media content through the artist

specific application.

[024] The artist specific application may also include a loyalty program that awards loyalty

items to the user. Different types of loyalty items may be redeemed for actual merchandise

(e.g., signed autographs), may be purchased with real currency, may be accumulated and

displayed via a fan board that lists top fans, and/or may otherwise be awarded to and used by

the user.

[025] By integrating the foregoing and other types of artist content, users may be more fully

engaged with the artist and may be incentivized to continue interacting with an artist specific

application. The artist specific application may benefit various parties. For example, the artist

specific application facilitate revenue opportunities for the artist, provide potentially free

music and other artist content for the users, and reduce network bandwidth requirements for

both users and music service providers so that users may enjoy music even without a network



connection and yet obtain music free of charge.

[026] Because a user may install multiple artist specific applications (each created and

branded for a respective artist) at a user device, navigating the various artist specific

applications may become difficult, reducing the user experience. At the same time, the

system may encourage individual use of each artist specific application so that a

corresponding artist may monetize the artist content.

[027] As such, each artist specific application may include instructions (e.g., software

programming logic) that facilitate communication between different artist specific

applications, whether installed at a single user device or installed at one or more remote

devices (such as a friend's user device). Such instructions may provide a seamless user

experience by facilitating access t o artist content of various artist specific applications from a

given artist specific application.

[028] For example, and without limitation, artist specific applications installed at a given user

device may share with one another information that indicates the artist content that they

provide. The shared information may indicate, for instance, a listing of songs, social media

content, loyalty items, and/or other information related to artist content provided by a given

artist specific application.

[029] An artist specific application that receives the shared information (also referred to

hereinafter as a "recipient artist specific application") from another artist specific application

(also referred to hereinafter as a "donor artist specific application") may use such shared

information to facilitate cross-application communication. For example, a recipient artist

specific application may seamlessly switch to another artist specific application without

requiring the user t o do so, share user activity and loyalty information from donor artist

specific applications, share latest updates and alerts from donor artist specific applications,

and/or otherwise facilitate cross-application interconnectedness.

[001] In some instances, the shared information may include a listing of songs. For example,

a recipient artist specific application may obtain a listing of songs played from the donor artist

specific application and may present the listing of songs within an interface of the recipient

artist specific application. In a particular example, the recipient artist specific application may

display a listing of songs that it plays alongside or in association with the listing of songs played

by the donor artist specific application.



[002] Using the listing of songs, the user may select songs provided by different artist specific

applications from within a single artist specific application. For example, a user selection of a

song played by the donor artist specific application may cause the donor artist specific

application to be activated (e.g., opened, placed in the foreground, etc.) along with an

indication to play the selected song. The donor artist specific application, when activated,

may play the selected song responsive to the indication.

[003] The donor artist specific application may itself be a recipient of shared information and

likewise display a listing of songs played by the original recipient artist specific application (the

application that caused the donor artist specific application to be activated) alongside or in

association with a listing of songs that it plays. The foregoing process may be repeated for

each artist specific application installed at a user device such that each artist specific

application shares information with one another. In this manner, the user may be seamlessly

switched from one artist specific application to another, without having to manually activate

different artist specific applications. In the case of a listing of songs, a given artist specific

application may provide a selectable list of songs played by other artist specific applications.

[004] By activating artist specific applications in the foregoing manner, user activity with

respect to each artist specific application may be monitored for monetization purposes. As an

alternative, instead of activating an artist specific application as described in the foregoing

examples, a recipient artist specific application may request and obtain a stream of music or

other artist content from the donor artist specific application. The recipient artist specific

application may play the music or otherwise display the other artist content. In these

implementations, the recipient artist specific application may monitor usage activity with

respect to the shared music or other shared artist content so that the artist associated with

the donor artist specific application may continue to monetize the shared content even

though the donor artist specific application has not been activated.

[005] In some instances, the shared information may include user activity and loyalty

information. For example, a donor artist specific application may share a level of user activity

(e.g., a number of times or duration it was activated, purchases made using the application,

etc.) with a recipient artist specific application. In this manner, each artist specific application

may know of the user activity level associated with other artist specific applications, allowing

each t o display such user activity levels. Likewise, a donor artist specific application may share



loyalty information (e.g., loyalty items accrued) specific to the donor artist specific application.

In this manner, a user may view loyalty information for each of the artist specific applications

installed at a user device without having to manually activate each artist specific application to

do so.

[006] In some instances, the shared information may include latest updates and alerts. For

example, a donor artist specific application that has received new artist content (e.g., new

music, message from an artist, etc.) may share an alert t o other artist specific applications. A

recipient artist specific application may display the alert, which, upon selection by the user,

may cause the donor artist specific application to be activated to view details related to the

alert. In this manner, a user may be provided with updates and alerts for all artist specific

applications installed at a user device, regardless of which artist specific application is

currently activated.

[007] In an implementation, each artist specific application may provide the shared

information to a remote computer system over a network connection. The remote computer

system may then provide the shared information to each artist specific application.

[008] In an implementation, each artist specific application may connect with the remote

computer system t o obtain information regarding artist specific applications installed at the

user device and/or artist specific applications that are available in an ecosystem of all artist

specific applications. For example, a search input entered through an artist specific

application may be used t o execute a search on one or more artist specific applications,

whether or not such applications are installed at a user device at which the artist specific

application is installed. This allows users t o search for and obtain information related different

artist specific applications, whether or not such applications are installed at a user device of

the user. Such searches may be conducted through an artist specific application installed at

the user device of the user and/or through other interfaces (e.g., a website associated with

the system).

[030] The systems and methods may include facilitating co-play and download of artist

specific client applications via user-provided playlists that includes songs playable only through

a respective artist specific client application, according to an implementation of the invention.

[031] In an implementation, the system may facilitate the creation and use of cross-

application playlists. The system may generate a playlist based on an identification of a set of



songs to include in the playlist. For example, the user, artist, or others may specify a playlist of

songs to be included in the playlist. A playlist may include songs from a plurality of different

artist specific applications. A given artist specific application may be created and branded for

a particular artist, whose music may be playable only through a corresponding artist specific

application.

[032] The system may use a playlist (e.g., a user may select a playlist to be played) and cause

the set of songs t o be played. Because a given song may only be played/accessed from a

corresponding artist specific application, a playlist that includes songs from different artist

specific applications may cause artist specific applications to be activated (e.g., opened, placed

in the foreground, etc.) when a song included therein is next in line t o be played. Artist

specific applications that have already played a song in the playlist may be de-activated (e.g.,

closed, placed in the background, etc.).

[033] In some instances, a given artist specific application may be monetized by an artist

based on a level of user activity with the artist specific application (e.g., song playback). As

such, when a first artist specific application is activated in association with the playlist, a

revenue amount for a first artist for whom the first artist specific application is created may be

increased. Likewise, when a second artist specific application is activated in association with

the playlist, a revenue amount for a second artist for whom the second artist specific

application is created may be increased. Thus, when a user listens t o or otherwise interacts

with various artist specific applications installed at a user device of the user, the various artists

associated with the artist specific applications may benefit from the revenue amount.

[034] A playlist may be used t o listen to songs locally at a user device (e.g., through a series

of activations and de-activations of corresponding artist specific applications installed at the

user device), share the songs with other users (which may encourage the other users t o

download artist specific applications included in the playlist that are not already installed at

the other users' device), and/or other purposes.

[035] In some implementations, a user may broadcast his/her playlist. For example, a user

may share a playlist with his/her friends, with all the users, and/or any other subset of users.

The system may receive the broadcasted playlist and may cause any artist specific applications

associated with the playlist to be installed at user devices with which the playlist have been

shared (and which do not have the artist specific applications already installed).



[036] In some implementations, one or more users may co-listen to a playlist. For example,

the user may invite friends to listen to songs from the playlist, which may be streamed from

the user device, from a computer system to which the playlist has been broadcast, and/or

other device via a network. A user with whom the playlist has been shared (and who is co-

listening to the playlist) may be invited to download all or a subset of the artist specific

applications associated with the playlist. Responsive thereto, the user may elect to install all

or a portion of the artist specific applications.

[037] By integrating songs from a plurality of artist specific applications into a playlist and

seamlessly activating or de-activating artist specific applications without intervention by the

user, the system allows cross-application playing of music from different artist specific

applications installed at a user device. Furthermore, by facilitating broadcasts of a user's

playlist, other users may be invited to download any artist specific applications related to the

user's playlist that the other users do not already have installed on their user devices. As each

artist specific application becomes activated to play a song in the playlist, a corresponding

artist for whom the artist specific application has been created and branded may be provided

with a revenue amount. Furthermore, when activated to play a song in the playlist, a given

artist specific application may provide other artist content (e.g., social media content, loyalty

items, messages from the artist, etc.) while playing the song, facilitating fan connection as well

as monetization opportunities.

[038] The systems and methods may include generating artist-specified dynamic albums that

include music that may be changed with or without intervention by a user at a user device at

which a dynamic album has been stored, according to an implementation of the invention.

[039] A dynamic album may include a set of songs provided through an artist specific

application installed at a user device. An artist specific application may be created and

branded for an artist that provides artist content such as music t o users through the artist

specific application. The artist specific application may facilitate monetizing and maintaining

control over the artist content, such as music in the form of a dynamic album.

[040] A dynamic album may be stored at a user device. Nevertheless, the system may

modify the set of songs without intervention by the user of user device. Thus, while a user

may be able t o listen to a dynamic album at the user device even without a network

connection, the system may maintain control over the dynamic album. In some



implementations, the dynamic album may be subject t o one or more music leases that, upon

expiration, renders the dynamic album or portions thereof to be unplayable.

[041 ] The system may modify the dynamic album based on one or more album parameters

that specify a change t o be made t o the set of songs. For example, the one or more album

parameters specify the removal of one or more songs from the dynamic album, the addition of

one or more new songs, the replacement of one or more songs, a rearrangement of (e.g.,

shuffling) the order of one or more songs, and/or other change to the set of songs.

[042] The album parameters may be specified by an artist. In this manner, an artist may use

the features and functions of a dynamic album t o send music and/or other updates to the

dynamic album. For example, the artist may introduce new songs, delete old songs, replace

one version of a song with another version of the song, present snippets of songs in

production, re-arrange an order in which the songs of a dynamic album are played, specify a

first song t o be played, and/or otherwise change the dynamic album. As another example, the

artist may send an audio and/or a video message (e.g., commentary, uncut versions of the

song, outtakes, etc.) t o be played in association with the dynamic album.

[043]

[044] These and other objects, features, and characteristics of the system and/or method

disclosed herein, as well as the methods of operation and functions of the related elements of

structure and the combination of parts and economies of manufacture, will become more

apparent upon consideration of the following description and the appended claims with

reference t o the accompanying drawings, all of which form a part of this specification, wherein

like reference numerals designate corresponding parts in the various figures. It is t o be

expressly understood, however, that the drawings are for the purpose of illustration and

description only and are not intended as a definition of the limits of the invention. As used in

the specification and in the claims, the singular form of "a", "an", and "the" include plural

referents unless the context clearly dictates otherwise.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[045] FIG. 1 illustrates a system for creating and managing entity-specific applications that

each relates to an individual entity, integrates the entity's content, and connects fans with the

individual entity through multimedia experiences provided through the entity-specific

application, according t o an implementation of the invention.



[046] FIG. 2 illustrates a flow diagram depicting a process of providing a music lease and

content to an artist specific application, according t o an implementation of the invention.

[047] FIG. 3 illustrates a flow diagram depicting a process for receiving a music lease and

content at an artist specific application executing at a user device, according t o an

implementation of the invention.

[048] FIG. 4 illustrates a block diagram depicting system instructions for providing a platform

for integrating artist specific applications, according t o an implementation of the invention.

[049] FIG. 5 illustrates a flow diagram depicting a process of obtaining, storing, and querying

content related to different artist specific applications at a computer system coupled t o

different artist specific applications executing at different user devices, according to an

implementation of the invention.

[050] FIG. 6 illustrates a flow diagram depicting a process of querying content associated

with an artist specific application from a user device, according t o an implementation of the

invention.

[051] FIG. 7 schematically illustrates a non-limiting example of a playlist, according to an

implementation of the invention.

[052] FIG. 8 illustrates a flow diagram depicting a process of switching artist specific

applications t o play a playlist, according t o an implementation of the invention.

[053] FIG. 9 illustrates a flow diagram depicting a process of switching artist specific

applications t o play a playlist as controlled locally at a user device, according t o an

implementation of the invention.

[054] FIG. 10 illustrates a flow diagram depicting a process of switching artist specific

applications t o play a playlist, according t o an implementation of the invention.

[055] FIG. 11 illustrates a flow diagram depicting a process of switching artist specific

applications t o play a playlist, according t o an implementation of the invention.

[056] FIG. 12 illustrates a flow diagram depicting a process for changing a dynamic album at

user devices based on album parameters received from an artist, according t o an

implementation of the invention.

[057] FIG. 13 illustrates a flow diagram depicting a process for accounting for different

versions of a dynamic album associated with an artist specific application at a user device,

according t o an implementation of the invention.



[058] Fig. 14 illustrates a non-limiting example of a screenshot of a unified player interface

that plays music from an artist specific application and/or music not associated with the artist

specific application, according t o an implementation of the invention.

[059] Fig. 15 illustrates a non-limiting example of a screenshot of an interface for displaying

content updates, according t o an implementation of the invention.

[060] Fig. 16 illustrates a non-limiting example of a screenshot of an interface for displaying a

plurality of menu icons associated with an artist specific application, according t o various

implementations.

[061 ] Fig. 17 illustrates a non-limiting example of a screenshot of an interface for displaying

messages received by the user, according t o an implementation of the invention.

[062] Fig. 18 illustrates a non-limiting example of a screenshot of an interface that facilitates

redemption of one or more loyalty points for a reward, according to an implementation of the

invention.

[063] FIG. 19 illustrates an example of the fan board display, according t o an implementation

of the invention.

[064] Fig. 20 illustrates a non-limiting example of a screenshot of an interface 2000 for

displaying the discussion board to which users and the artist may post messages, including

content such as music, according t o an implementation of the invention.

[065] Fig. 21 illustrates a non-limiting example of a screenshot of an interface for displaying

the affiliation of the artist with one or more merchandise items, according t o an

implementation of the invention.

[066] Fig. 22 illustrates a non-limiting example of a screenshot of an interface for displaying

targeted advertisements in the artist specific application, according t o an implementation of

the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[067] FIG. 1 illustrates a system 100 for creating and managing entity-specific applications

that each relates to an individual entity, integrates the entity's content, and connects fans

with the individual entity through multimedia experiences provided through the entity-specific

application, according t o an implementation of the invention. An entity may include an

individual performer (e.g., a singer), a group of performers (e.g., a band), a comedian, a



celebrity, an item, and/or other subject t o which an application relates.

[068] System 100 may create and manage various types of entity-specific applications that

integrate different types of content. For example, a movie-specific application that may be

specific t o a particular movie or a product-specific application that may be specific t o a

particular product may be created. For convenience, artist specific applications that provide

music and other content related to an artist such as a musician/singer will be described herein.

Furthermore, as used herein, the terms "song" and "music" may be used interchangeably and

may refer to a musical performance that may be replayed, whether or not such musical

performance includes lyrics sung by the artist.

[069] Using the system, a given artist may create an artist specific application (hereinafter

also referred to as "ASA") that includes music and other content related to the artist. Users

may download the ASA (as well as other ASAs of other artists) or otherwise obtain and execute

the ASA at a user device in order to listen to the artist's music and consume other content

related to the artist through the ASA. Thus, instead of a single application that streams music

from multiple artists, each ASA may relate to an individual artist.

[070] In some implementations, a given artist may create other subject specific applications,

such as a first album specific application that relates to one of the artist's album and a second

album specific application that relates to another one of the artist's albums. The artist may

create other subject specific applications as well.

[071 ] System Overview

[072] System 100 may facilitate a new paradigm of content management, provision, and

ownership of multimedia content. Specifically, system 100 may provide an "in-stream"

content management and provisioning platform in which music and/or other content is

downloaded to and streamed from ASAs user device executing an application provided by the

in-stream content management and provisioning platform. For example, the content such as

music may be downloaded to a user device but not be separately available, other than

through a corresponding ASA. Of course, the artist may continue to make the music available

through conventional distribution channels (e.g., via download) separate from the in-stream

content management and provisioning platform as well.

[073] In an implementation, the music may be integrated with (e.g., compiled or otherwise

encoded into) the ASA such that when the ASA is downloaded to the user device, a binary or



other instructions that encode the music is downloaded to the user device as part of the ASA

but is not separately available to be played other than through the ASA. In this

implementation, the music may not be downloaded to the user device as a separate file, but is

instead integrated within an ASA executable file so that the user does not have access t o the

given song file separate from the ASA. In another implementation, a given song may be

encrypted or otherwise provided as a separate binary that only the ASA may play.

[074] Because the music may not be accessed or played other than through a corresponding

ASA, the system may exercise control over the music, via the ASA, even though information

encoding the music is downloaded to and stored at the user device. For example, the system

may remove or otherwise render unplayable a song from the user device. In the foregoing

example, the user may not be provided with ownership rights over the music, yet possesses a

copy of the music (e.g., information that encodes the music) at the user device such that that

music may be played from local storage without a network connection.

[075] In some implementations, the music may be provided to the user as an in-stream

allotment (also referred to hereinafter interchangeably as a music lease) that must be

renewed before expiration. If the system has not received and approved a request t o renew

the music lease from a given ASA installed at a user device, the system may cause the music to

be removed or otherwise rendered unplayable. For example, an ASA may be programmed to

periodically request a new lease from computer system 110. If the new lease is not granted or

the ASA cannot communicate with the computer system 110 before the music lease has

expired, the ASA may not play some or all of the music associated with the ASA (e.g., the ASA

may delete or otherwise render the music unplayable). In some instances, a music lease may

relate to all music stored with an ASA such that all music stored with the ASA will have the

same expiration time. In other instances, a music lease may relate to only a subset of the

music stored with an ASA such that different music will have different expiration times.

[076] Using the system, music may be provided to the user through an ASA based on a

freemium model, giving the user an ability t o store and play music locally without a network

connection (while the music lease remains valid) and yet without expressly paying for a music

download.

[077] System 100 may also facilitate the monetization by the artist of artists' content. For

example, by monitoring usage and other activity related to the ASA, the system may provide



an individual artist with a revenue share model that shares income derived from the use of the

ASA between the artist and an entity that operates the system. The income may be based on

advertising-related income (e.g., resulting from ads placed on the ASA), purchases made

through an ASA or the ecosystem, and/or other income sources related t o use of the ASA for

an artist. Such income may be shared between the operators of the system and an artist

[078] Each ASA may communicate with other ASAs also installed at user device 170,

computer system 110, other user devices 170 that include at least one ASA installed thereon,

and/or other devices. In this manner, system 100 may facilitate cross-application functionality

across the same or different ASA installed at multiple devices.

[079] To facilitate a cross-application ecosystem, the system may obtain, store, or otherwise

access content such as music, social media posts, rewards, and/or other information from

different ASAs. In this manner, such content may be searched for and provided t o individual

ASAs that may otherwise be unrelated to other ASAs. In this manner, the system may

facilitate a unified ecosystem of different ASAs. Furthermore, the system may categorize

different ASAs into different groups based on musical genres, fan base (e.g., fan

demographics), interests, and/or other categorizations, thereby enabling searches for (and

discovery of) new and additional artists.

[080] The system may also support cross-application analytics. For example, the system may

obtain usage and analytics information across different ASAs in order t o assess popularity or

trends. This may provide artists, studios, an operator of the system, and/or other entities with

insight into user interests across a broad spectrum of ASAs.

[081] In an implementation, the system may facilitate the creation and use of cross-

application playlists. The system may allow the creation of a playlist that includes a plurality of

songs from different ASAs to be played in a particular order (including a preset or random

order). Because a given song may only be played/access from a corresponding ASA, a playlist

that includes songs from different ASAs may cause ASAs t o be opened or otherwise activated

when a song included therein is next in line t o be played.

[082] ASAs that have already played a song in the playlist may be closed t o minimize a

memory footprint (or each ASA may remain open but be placed in a de-activated or unfocused

state). Alternatively or additionally, the system may cause such opening and closing of ASAs in

order to facilitate appropriate monetization by each artist in cases where opening or activating



a given ASA 124 contributes to a potential payment to be made to the artist.

[083] A playlist may be used t o play songs locally at user device 170, share the songs with

other users (which may encourage the other users t o download ASAs 124 included in the

playlist that are not already installed at the other users' device), and/or for other purposes.

[084] In an implementation, the system may create and maintain one or more dynamic

albums. A dynamic album may include a set of songs provided through an ASA installed at user

device 170. The dynamic album may be stored at the user device 170 (e.g., in the manner as

described herein with respect to music). Nevertheless, the system may modify the set of

songs without intervention by the user of user device 170. Thus, while a user may be able to

listen to a dynamic album at the user device 170 even without a network connection, the

system may maintain control over the dynamic album. In some implementations, the dynamic

album may be subject t o one or more music leases as described herein.

[085] The system may modify the dynamic album based on one or more album parameters

that specify a change to be made to the set of songs. For example, the one or more album

parameters specify the removal of one or more songs from the dynamic album, the addition of

one or more new songs, the replacement of one or more songs, a rearrangement of (e.g.,

shuffling) the order of one or more songs, and/or other change to the set of songs.

[086] The album parameters may be specified by an artist. In this manner, an artist may use

the features and functions of a dynamic album to send music and/or other updates to the

dynamic album. For example, the artist may introduce new songs, delete old songs, replace

one version of a song with another version of the song, present snippets of songs in

production, re-arrange an order in which the songs of a dynamic album are played, specify a

first song t o be played, and/or otherwise change the dynamic album. As another example, the

artist may send an audio and/or a video message (e.g., commentary, uncut versions of the

song, outtakes, etc.) t o be played in association with the dynamic album.

[087] System Components

[088] Other uses of system 100 are described herein and still others will be apparent t o

those having skill in the art. Having described a high level overview of some of the system

functions, attention will now be turned to various system components that facilitate these and

other functions.

[089] System 100 may include a computer system 110, one or more databases 130, an



application marketplace 140, one or more social media providers 150, one or more advertising

providers 160, one or more user devices 170, and/or other components.

[090] Computer system 110

[091] Computer system 110 may generate and customize an ASA based on input from an

artist, renew music leases, provide and communicate updates and new content t o ASAs

installed at user devices, facilitate communication between system users (e.g., artists, fans,

etc.), obtain usage metrics from ASAs installed at user devices, and manage an ecosystem of

ASAs for different artists. By communicating with ASAs installed at user devices, the system

may exercise control over the music and other content available at the ASAs.

[092] To facilitate these and other functions, computer system 110 may include one or more

processors 112, one or more storage devices 114, and/or other components. Processor(s) 112

may be programmed by one or more computer program instructions, which may be stored in

storage device(s) 114. The one or more computer program instructions may include, without

limitation, a platform management application 120 and/or other instructions that program

computer system 110. As used herein, for convenience, the various instructions will be

described as performing an operation, when, in fact, the various instructions program the

processors 112 (and therefore computer system 110) t o perform the operation.

[093] FIG. 2 illustrates a flow diagram depicting a process 200 for providing a music lease and

content t o an ASA, according t o an implementation of the invention. The various processing

operations and/or data flows depicted in FIG. 2 (and in the other drawing figures) are

described in greater detail herein. The described operations may be accomplished using some

or all of the system components described in detail above and, in some implementations,

various operations may be performed in different sequences and various operations may be

omitted. Additional operations may be performed along with some or all of the operations

shown in the depicted flow diagrams. One or more operations may be performed

simultaneously. Accordingly, the operations as illustrated (and described in greater detail

below) are exemplary by nature and, as such, should not be viewed as limiting.

[094] In an operation 202, a communication may be received from an ASA 124 executing on

a user device 170. The communication may include an identity of ASA 124 (e.g., an application

identifier), an identity of user device 170, and/or other identification information.

[095] In an operation 204, a determination of whether t o provide a music lease renewal may



be made. The determination may be based on whether the artist wishes to continue to allow

certain music t o be played, whether the particular ASA 124 executing on a user device 170

should be allowed to have a renewed music lease (e.g., older versions of an ASA may not be

allowed to have a renewed music lease t o encourage an update to a newer version), and/or

other reason.

[096] If a music lease is to be renewed, in an operation 206, the music lease renewal may be

provided to ASA 124. The music lease renewal may include an indication of a length of time

that the lease is renewed, an expiration time, a number of times music governed by the music

lease is allowed to be played, a simple indication to renew the lease, and/or other indication

that the music lease is renewed. In some implementations, the music lease renewal may

include a code that when decoded at ASA 124 causes the lease renewal.

[097] If a music lease is not to be renewed, in an operation 208, an indication may be

provided to ASA 124 that the music lease is not to be renewed. In some instances, a reason

for the refusal may be provided so that ASA 124 may remedy any issues (e.g., by causing or

suggesting that a newer version of the ASA 124 be downloaded/installed).

[098] In an operation 210, updated content may be obtained. For instance, content such as

artist-provided content (e.g., messages, multimedia such as songs, endorsements, etc.),

rewards, social media content, and/or other content related to the artist may be obtained. In

some implementations, at least some of the foregoing content gathering may occur via a

process executing at ASA 124.

[099] In an operation 212, the updated content may be provided to ASA 124, which may

integrate and display the content through one or more of its interfaces.

[01 00] Generating ASAs

[0101] Having described an overview of interactions between computer system 110 and an

ASA 124 executing at a user device 170, generation of an ASA 124 based on artist input will

now be described.

[0102] In an implementation, platform management application 120 may generate an ASA

based on one or more application parameters, which may be provided by an artist, a human

developer working on behalf of an entity that operates system 100, and/or other entity. To

receive the application parameters from an artist, platform management application 120 may

expose an interface, such as a website, used by the artist t o provide the application



parameters.

[0103] The application parameters may specify the content, functionality, appearance, and/or

other characteristic of an ASA. For example, the application parameters may specify/include

one or more "skins" (e.g., templates) used to specify an overall appearance, one or more

songs t o be included in the ASA, one or more social media accounts from which to aggregate

content, one or more rewards or loyalty specifications, and/or other parameters that may be

used t o specify and customize an ASA.

[0104] Platform management application 120 may obtain and use a template that specifies an

appearance (e.g., "look and feel") for an ASA. A given artist may select from among several

appearances for the application and may specify that a particular template be used.

Alternatively or additionally, each skin may specify content that should be included in the

application. For instance, one skin may specify that social media content should be made

available while another skin may specify that social media content should be excluded. Other

appearance and/or content customizations may be made included in a template as well.

[0105] Platform management application 120 may obtain each song t o be included in an ASA.

For example, each song may be obtained from the artist, an entity acting on behalf of the

artist (e.g., a studio, record label, etc.), and/or other entity. Platform management application

120 may compile each song into the ASA being generated or otherwise make each song not

playable except through the ASA.

[0106] In an implementation, platform management application 120 may encrypt a song file

for a given song using, without limitation, the Advanced Encryption Standard ("AES").

Platform management application 120 may then encode the encrypted song file into an ASA

124. For example, PMA 120 may use compilation procedures specified by operating system

vendors (e.g., iOS, Android, Windows, etc.). Upon compilation, PMA 120 may obfuscate or

otherwise secure code using obfuscation and/or other techniques (e.g., using ProGuard,

DexGaurd, etc.).

[0107] Platform management application 120 may obtain a listing of social media accounts

from which to aggregate social media content posted by the artist to provide such content

through the ASA being generated. In this manner, the artist may specify social media accounts

from which to aggregate social media content.

[0108] Platform management application 120 may obtain a loyalty specification that describes



a loyalty program made available through the ASA. Generally speaking, the loyalty program

may provide one or more types of loyalty items to users t o incentivize continued use of the

ASA. Such continued use, in turn, enhances revenue opportunities for the system and the

artist through advertisements and other monetization strategies that are based on the use of

the ASA.

[0109 ] The loyalty specification may be customized by the artist, and may include one or more

loyalty parameters that specify how a user may acquire or spend loyalty awards. For example,

the loyalty parameters may specify whether and how much real currency may be used t o

purchase a given loyalty award, conditions that must be satisfied by a user in order t o accrue a

given loyalty award, and/or other specifications related to loyalty awards. In this manner, an

artist may customize the types of loyalty awards offered as well as how a user may accrue

and/or spend such awards.

[01 10] In some implementations, the system may require that a certain number of types of

loyalty awards be made available by the artist before an ASA is allowed to be release for

download by users. In this manner, the system may ensure that a sufficient number of

different types of loyalty awards are t o be made available to users t o provide the users with a

variety of available awards, keeping the users engaged with the ASA.

[01 11] In an implementation, platform management application 120 may index and store

content and customizations included in or associated with an ASA in a content database, such

as a database 130. Each content item (e.g., song, message, loyalty program item, etc.) may be

assigned with a unique identifier and stored in the content database. Such an index and

storage may facilitate rapid identification of the content associated with a given ASA and

cross-application functions such as cross-application search functions described herein.

[01 12] In addition to customizations that a given artist may make to his or her ASA, each ASA

may include a core set of system functions that facilitate the various features and functions

described herein. The core set of system functions is described further below with respect t o

the system instructions.

[01 13] User Device 170

[01 14] Once a given ASA is generated, the system may make the application available for

download through an application marketplace 140 and/or other channel. For instance, user

device 170 may download or otherwise store and install one or more ASAs each corresponding



t o an individual artist. A user who wishes t o listen t o the music of multiple artists (and/or

obtain content related t o such artists) may download each artist's ASA t o a user device 170,

which may execute multiple ASAs.

[01 15 ] To facilitate these and other functions, user device 170 may include one or more

processors 172, one or more storage devices 174, and/or other components. Processor(s) 172

may be programmed by one or more computer program instructions, which may be stored in

storage device(s) 174. The one or more computer program instructions may include an ASA

124 and/or other instructions. In addition t o one of more of system instructions 122 described

below, ASA 124 may provide one or more user interfaces that collectively provide interfaces

through which artist content is presented. The one or more user interfaces may include, for

instance, a media player that plays music, videos, etc., a social media browser that displays

social media content aggregated from various social media platforms (which may be

integrated into a single display or separately navigable displays that each is displays social

media content from a corresponding social media provider), a loyalty display that displays

loyalty items, a fan board display, a network - e.g., Internet - browser that can monitor and

display previous visit histories, and/or other displays to provide artist content described

herein.

[01 16] FIG. 3 illustrates a flow diagram depicting a process 300 for receiving a music lease and

content at ASA 124 executing at user device 170, according t o an implementation of the

invention.

[01 17] In an operation 302, ASA 124 may be launched or otherwise be activated (e.g., brought

into a foreground/active state from a background/inactive state). In some implementations,

upon being launched or otherwise activated, ASA 124 may attempt t o communicate with

computer system 110. Alternatively o r additionally, ASA 124 may attempt such

communication at other times.

[01 18] In an operation 304, ASA 124 may determine whether a communication was

established and/or whether a network connection is available. If the communication is

established, in an operation 306, ASA 124 may determine whether a music lease renewal has

been received from computer system 110. If the music lease renewal was received, in an

operation 308, ASA 124 may update the music lease based on the music lease renewal. In an

operation 312, ASA 124 may begin playing the music associated with the music lease.



[01 19] Returning t o operation 304, if a communication has not been established, in an

operation 310, ASA 124 may determine whether the music lease has expired. If the music

lease has not expired, in an operation 312, ASA 124 may begin playing the music associated

with the music lease. If the music lease has expired, ASA 124 may skip operation 312, and

proceed t o operation 314. In some implementations (not illustrated in FIG. 3), if the music

lease has expired, ASA 124 may render itself inoperable such as by shutting down or causing

itself to be uninstalled from user device 170.

[0120] Returning t o operation 306, if the music lease has not been renewed, ASA 124 may

proceed t o operation 310 and processing may proceed as previously described with respect t o

operation 310.

[0121] In an operation 314, ASA 124 may determine whether any updates have been received

from computer system 110. If updates have been received from computer system 110, ASA

124 may apply the updates for display t o the user in an operation 316. If no updates have

been received from computer system 110, ASA 124 may skip operation 316.

[0122] In some implementations, an update from computer system 110 may include a new

song t o be added (e.g., through a dynamic album as described herein). In these

implementations, ASA 124 the song may be encoded as information t o be incorporated into

the code or binary of the ASA 124 to render the song unusable other than through ASA 124. In

other implementations, ASA 124 may decrypt o r otherwise decode the song in a manner that

the song is unusable other than through ASA 124. In some implementations, the new song t o

be added may be encrypted by PMA 120 and downloaded t o user device 170, where ASA 124

decrypts and provides the song. In some implementations, PMA 120 may generate an

updated version of AMA 124 that includes the new song (or other dynamic album changes) for

updating a current version of AMA 124 installed at a user device 170. In this implementation,

the PMA 120 may cause the updated AMA 124 t o be incorporated with o r otherwise replace

the current version of AMA 124 using an application installer associated with user device 170.

[0123] In an operation 318, ASA 124 may determine whether any locally-obtained updates are

available (e.g., in instances where ASA 124 aggregates social media content related to the

artist, or otherwise obtains other content related to the artist o r other users). If such updates

are available, ASA 124 may apply the updates for display t o the user in an operation 320.

[0124] In an operation 322, ASA 124 may display content related to the artist, including any



applied updates. Such content may be displayed using one or more interfaces, such as those

illustrated with respect t o one o r more screenshots described herein.

[0125] In an implementation, a user may be granted some level of control over the content

such as music provided through an ASA 124. For example, the user may select songs that are

displayed in a listing of songs (or may cause an ASA 124 t o remove one or more songs t o save

disk space). In some implementations, the user may be permitted t o exercise such control

under certain conditions. For example, the user may be permitted t o modify content only if

that content has not been interacted with for a certain period of time. In a particular example,

a user may be permitted t o delete a song only if that song has not been played within the last

month.

[0 26] System Databases

[0127] In an implementation, computer system 110, user device 170, and/or other system

components may access one or more database(s) 130, which may include an application

template database, an artist database, a user database, a reward database, a content

database, and/or other databases.

[01 28] Application Marketplace 140

[0129] Application marketplace 140 may include application markets that make available for

download ASAs. For example, application marketplace 140 may include, without limitation,

the GOOGLE PLAY store, APPLE APP store, WINDOWS PHONE store, BLACKBERRY WORLD,

and/or other application markets. System 100 may make ASAs available for download from an

application marketplace 140. As such, users may download ASAs from application

marketplace 140. Alternatively o r additionally, system 100 may make ASAs available for

download from other sources, such as directly from computer system 110.

[01 30] Social Media Providers 150

[0131 ]Social media providers 150 may include, for example, social media platforms (e.g.,

FACEBOOK, TWITTER, INSTAGRAM, FLICKR, YOUTUBE, etc.), and/or other providers that

generally distribute content uploaded by users t o be consumed by other users. The content

may be generated by content sources such as individuals, corporations, and/or other entities

that may create content. Artists and users may post social media content t o one or more

social media providers 150, from which system 100 may aggregate and present through ASAs

as described herein.



[0 32] Advertisement Providers 160

[0133] Advertisement provider(s) 160 may include entities that wish t o promote an item such

as a good or service. The system may obtain advertisements t o from advertisement

provider(s) 160 in order t o leverage the ASA ecosystem t o provide the advertisements.

Advertisements may include promotional information, incentive information, marketing

messages, and/or other information used t o incentivize or otherwise introduce a user t o a

product or service.

[0134] Having described an overview of the system components, attention will now be turned

t o various system functions that facilitate connecting fans and artists through ASAs.

[01 35] System Instructions

[0136] Referring to FIG. 4, which illustrates a block diagram depicting system instructions 122,

in an implementation, system instructions 122 may include various sets of instructions that

program computer system 110 and/or user device 170. In other words, platform management

application 120 and/or an ASA 124 may include all or a portion of system instructions 122.

[01 37] System instructions 122 may include different sets of instructions, such as a command

manager 402, an update manager 404, a usage analytics engine 406, a loyalty program

manager 408, a social media manager 410, an advertisement manager 412, an artist

endorsement manager 414, a fan board manager 416, a discussion board manager 418, an

accounting manager 420, a cross-application manager 422, a playlist manager 424, a dynamic

album manager 426, and/or other instructions.

[0138] In an implementation, a given set of instructions described with respect t o system

instructions 122 may include a version that executes on computer system 110 (through

platform management application 120) and a version that executes on user device 170

(through ASA 124). The version executing on computer system 110 may communicate with

the version executing on user device 170. Furthermore, in an implementation, a version that

executes on a first user device 170 may communicate with a version that executes on a second

user device 170. Thus, the various system instructions may facilitate collaboration between

computer system 110 and user device 170, and/or between one user device 170 and another

user device 170.

[01 39] Receiving commands from artists and other users

[0140] In an implementation, command manager 402 may obtain and execute one or more



commands to be performed with respect to an ASA. The one or more commands may relate

t o music or content that should be changed such as being updated, added, and/or removed

from an ASA. For example, the one or more commands may be received from an artist that

may wish to change the music or other content provided at the ASA of the artist. The

command may relate to music, messages, loyalty items, and/or other content t o be changed.

[0141] Command manager 402 may obtain the one or more commands in various ways. For

example, command manager 402 may receive the one or more commands via a website

exposed by system 100 that provides an interface used t o receive changes t o be made, via an

electronic communication (such as email, Short Message Service ("SMS") message,

Multimedia Message Service ("MMS") message, etc.), an interface provided by an ASA, and/or

other communication channel.

[0142] In whichever manner the one or more commands are received, a command may

identify content that is t o be changed. For example, when music is t o be added (or otherwise

rendered playable), the command may be associated with the music t o be added. When

music is to be deleted (or otherwise rendered unplayable), an identification of the music to be

deleted may be provided with (e.g., specified by) the command. In some instances, the

content, such as music, to be added may be stored by a content database (e.g., a database

130) such that an identifier of the content is sufficient to cause the content t o be added, in

which case command manager 402 may retrieve the content from the content database based

on the identifier. In other instances, the content may be supplied along with the command.

For example, to add new music, an artist may attach the new music t o an MMS message with

a command such as "add new music." Alternatively or additionally, the artist may simply

specify an identification of the music to be added, assuming the system already has the music

t o be added.

[0143] Other commands may be used as well, such as a command to provide a message t o

fans, add a particular loyalty reward, and/or other command to cause other changes t o occur.

In some implementations, fans or users other than an artist may provide commands. In these

implementations, command manager 402 may execute only a limited set of commands that

are available for such users (while providing a higher level of control t o artists for their

respective ASAs). For instance, command manager 402 may allow other users t o provide

comments/messages on a message board displayed by an ASA, but not add music t o the



application. To distinguish between an artist and other users for such access control,

command manager 402 may require user authentication (e.g., password and/or other shared

secret) or provide an artist with a secret communication channel (e.g., a particular phone

number t o which t o send text messages, or an unpublished website) for the artist.

[01 44] Updating content at ASAs

[0145] In an implementation, content manager 404 may obtain, manage, and store content

related t o an ASA. For example, content manager 404 may maintain a date when a message, a

reward, music, and/or other content is received from an artist (or from a user). Content

manager 404 may store the information in a content database for later retrieval.

[01 46] Monitoring usage and generating usage analytics

[0147] In an implementation, usage analytics engine 406 may monitor and/or analyze user

activity related t o an ASA. For example, usage analytics engine 406 may monitor a number of

times or duration that an ASA has been opened/activated, a number of times or duration a

song has been played by the ASA, a number or duration in which social media content is

accessed, a number of social media "likes" from the user, a number or value of purchases

made, and/or other user activity in relation t o an ASA that may indicate usage.

[01 48] A version of usage analytics engine 406 executing on a user device 170 (e.g., via an

ASA) may monitor the user activity and store the user activity in a local memory. In some

implementations, a version of usage analytics engine 406 executing at the user device 170

may report the user activity t o computer system 110 (e.g., t o a usage analytics engine 406

executing at computer system 110).

[01 49] A version of usage analytics engine 406 executing on computer system 110 may

receive the user activity from various ASAs 124. For example, the user activity may be

received from a first ASA 124 that relates t o a first artist as well as user activity from a second

ASA 124 that relates to a second artist. Thus, the version of usage analytics engine 406

executing on computer system 110 may compile usage activity across a wide range of different

ASAs 124, whether or not such ASAs relate to a single artist.

[0150] The user activity may be used by computer system 110 in various ways such as by

ranking ASAs, ranking content within ASA, providing loyalty items, and/or other purpose.

[0151] In an implementation, platform management application 120 may use the user activity

t o rank ASAs 124 based on various metrics related t o user activity. For example, platform



management application 120 may rank different ASAs 124 based on a number of downloads, a

number of times or duration a song has been played by the ASA, a number or duration in

which social media content is accessed, a number of social media "likes" from the user, a

number or value of purchases made, and/or other user activity in relation to an ASA. Likewise,

platform management application 120 may use the user activity t o rank particular content

such as songs, social media posts, etc., in a similar manner. Thus, platform management

application 120 may generate listings of what ASAs or content are currently popular (e.g.,

within the past week, month, or other time period), trending among users, and/or otherwise

gauge which applications or content are successful.

[0152] Platform management application 120 may use such popularity/trending information

to provide users with what may be of interest to the user. For instance, a user may be

provided with an indication of a recently trending ASA, which may encourage the user to

download that application.

[0153] In an implementation, platform management application 120 may use the user activity

t o determine whether a loyalty item should be awarded to a user.

[01 54] Managing artist specific loyalty programs and awarding the user with loyalty items

[0155] In an implementation, loyalty program manager 408 may award loyalty items to users

in association with an ASA. A loyalty item may include a real or virtual item having a real or

perceived value provided by the system, artist, and/or other entity. For example, a loyalty

item may include, without limitation, a loyalty point, an achievement, a reward, and/or other

items that may be obtained by the user in association with an ASA.

[0156] Loyalty program manager 408 may provide a loyalty item to the user as a reward for

performing one or more user activities and/or as a purchase by the user using real or virtual

currency. Loyalty program manager 408 may store (at user device 170 and/or at computer

system 110) a user account of a user that tracks and maintains loyalty items provided to the

user.

[0157] The user activities may include an action performed by the user in association with an

ASA. For example, a user activity may include, without limitation, listening to a song,

commenting on a message board, providing "likes" on content, launching or otherwise making

active an application-specific application, and/or performing other activities with respect t o

the application-specific application.



[0158] Virtual currency may include other loyalty items (e.g., a reward may be purchased with

a loyalty point and/or with real currency). For example, loyalty program manager 408 may

facilitate redemption of one or more loyalty points for a reward and/or other loyalty items. In

some instances, a given loyalty item may be redeemed only for another loyalty item

associated with the same ASA. In other instances, a given loyalty item may be redeemed

across different ASAs. In some implementations, a loyalty item may not be purchased. For

example, certain loyalty items such as achievements may only be earned based on use of an

ASA.

[0159] In implementations where loyalty items may be purchased, loyalty program manager

408 may store an indication of such purchase. In this manner, loyalty program manager 408

may distinguish between loyalty items that were earned and loyalty items that were

purchased. For example, loyalty program manager 408 may store information used t o

distinguish between a loyalty point that was purchased versus one that was earned by the

user.

[01 60] Each artist may customize loyalty items that are made available as well as specify how

users may accrue the loyalty items (e.g., a number of times that a user must listen to a song in

order to obtain a loyalty item and/or an amount of real or virtual currency to obtain a loyalty

item).

[0161] Loyalty program manager 408 may obtain user activity information that indicates user

activities and may award the user with an appropriate loyalty item. In some implementations,

loyalty program manager 408 may not provide an indication of the user activities that may be

necessary t o obtain a loyalty item. In such implementations, a loyalty item may be rewarded

to the user as a surprise. In other implementations, loyalty program manager 408 may provide

an indication of user activities that may be necessary to obtain an achievement.

[01 62] Examples of types of loyalty items

[01 63] Having provided an overview of a loyalty program, specific, non-limiting examples of

loyalty items will be described.

[0164] In an implementation, loyalty program manager 408 may provide a loyalty point. A

loyalty point may indicate a level of user activity with respect t o the ASA such that a user

having a greater number of loyalty points has more user activity than another user having a

lesser number of loyalty points. In some instances, a loyalty point may be redeemed for other



loyalty items such as rewards.

[0165] In an implementation, loyalty program manager 408 may provide an achievement that

corresponds to a particular type and/or volume of a user's activity. Different achievements

may be awarded for different types of user activity. For example, an achievement may include

an "old school" badge that indicates that the user has listened to an album cover to cover

(e.g., that the ASA has played the album cover to cover), a "musical lover" badge that indicates

that the user has downloaded more than five ASAs (such a badge may be displayed via all of

the ASAs that the user has downloaded), and/or other types of badges. In some

implementations, an achievement may not be purchased nor redeemed for other loyalty

items. In such implementations, the achievement may indicate an actual level of user activity.

[0166] In some implementations, the achievements may be redeemable for rewards and/or

merchandise offered from one or more ASAs. In such implementations, the user may redeem

the achievements to obtain other loyalty items.

[0167] Loyalty program manager 408 may award a user with a reward provided by various

entities such as, for example, the artist, the system, third parties, and/or other entities. A

reward may include, for example, autographed photos, an exclusive chat opportunity, a

wallpaper image, a ringtone, a backstage pass, a social media follow from the artist, and/or

other rewards. In other implementations, the system may facilitate the provision of various

rewards. The system may store various rewards, either at the server or at the user mobile

device.

[0168] In some implementations, loyalty program manager 408 may provide different sets of

rewards for different sets of users. For example, one set of users may be provided with an

opportunity to obtain a first set of rewards while another set of users may be provided with an

opportunity to obtain a second set of rewards that are different from the first set of rewards.

The different sets of users may be delineated by culture, geography, and/or other

characteristic of a set of users. For example, a reward for fans in Japan may include a

handshake with the artist or other culturally-specific reward whereas such a handshake award

may not be provided to fans in other countries.

[0169] In some implementations, loyalty program manager 408 may provide a user-specific

reward that is tailored to an individual user. For example, a reward may include a recorded

personal greeting to the user from the artist (e.g. "Good morning Sam"), a handwritten note



t o the user from the artist, and/or other customized reward. The personalized reward may

include actual personalized content (e.g., a greeting actually spoken by the artist for the user)

and/or content that only appears t o be personalized.

[0170] In some implementations, a reward may include providing a connection between a

user's social media account and an artist's social media account. For example, loyalty program

manager 408 may cause a TWITTER account of the artist to "follow" a TWITTER account of the

user. The association may be made automatically without intervention by the artist (e.g.,

loyalty program manager 408 may logon t o the TWITTER account of the artist on behalf of the

artist t o make the connection) or may be via a request made t o the artist, who then connects

with the user.

[01 7 1] Aggregating and managing social media content

[0172] In an implementation, social media manager 410 may aggregate social media content

that is relevant t o an artist for presentation through an ASA. For example, an artist may

specify social media accounts of the artist from which to aggregate social media content.

Social media manager 410 may aggregate social media posts from those social media accounts

(whether posted by the artist or by other users) and provide them through an ASA for

presentation t o users. For example, social media manager 410 may post TWEETS from the

artist, TWEETS from followers directed to the artist, and/or other social media posts made in

relation to the artist's social media accounts. In this manner, users may view social media

posts related to the artist using an ASA.

[01 73] Social media manager 410 may aggregate the social media posts via Application

Programming Interfaces ("APIs") exposed by the social media providers. In this manner, social

media manager 410 may automatically obtain such posts.

[0174] In an implementation, social media manager 410 may obtain new social media posts by

tracking a last time (e.g., most recent) that social media posts were provided through an ASA.

In this manner, new social media posts may be obtained displayed through the ASA.

[0175] In an implementation, social media manager 410 may logon to one or more of the

artist's social media accounts on behalf of the artist in order to automatically post social media

content. Such automatically posted content may include, for example, promotions related to

the artist (e.g., announcement of a new song, album, concert, etc.) and/or other content

related t o an artist.



[0176] In an implementation, a version of social media manager 410 executing at computer

system 110 may aggregate and save the social media posts related to an artist. In this

manner, a historical record of social media posts may be maintained and used to provide

social media posts to ASA.

[0177] In an implementation, a version of social media manager 410 executing at user device

170 may aggregate the social media posts at the user device. In this implementation, user

device 170 (e.g., ASA executing at user device 170) may obtain the social media posts directly

from the social media providers.

[01 78] By integrating social media posts of the artist for display through the ASA, the system

further facilitate fan engagement and provides an easy "one-stop" solution for providing

artist-related content.

[01 79] Managing advertisements

[0180] In an implementation, advertisement manager 412 may obtain advertisements from

one or more advertisement provider(s) 160 for display through an ASA. Certain

advertisements may be targeted for presentation at particular ASAs based on user activity.

For example, advertisement manager 412 may determine a relevance of a given

advertisement based on particular user activity and provide the given advertisement to a

particular user device 170 executing an ASA. In an implementation, advertisement manager

412 may determine that all ASAs related to an artist should display a particular advertisement.

In this implementation, advertisement manager 412 may identify user devices 170 that have

installed or otherwise have used a given ASA and provide the particular advertisement to all of

those user devices for display through the given ASA.

[0181 ] The advertisement may be displayed at one or more interfaces of ASA.

[0182] In some implementations, the advertisement manager 412 may receive

advertisements from the system server. For example, the system server may communicate

banner advertisements to be displayed in association with one or more ASA.

[0183] Versions of advertisement manager 412 executing at a user device 170 may locally

store advertisements at the user device, whether such advertisements are provided from

versions of advertisement manager 412 executing at computer system 110 and/or directly

from advertisement provider(s) 160. Such implementations may allow advertisements to be

displayed to the user even when user device 170 is offline.



[0184] In some implementations, advertisement manager 412 may monitor advertisement

result information that indicates an effectiveness of the advertisements provided through an

ASA. The advertisement result information may include a number of times a particular

advertisement has been displayed, a click-through rate of the advertisement, and/or other

information that indicates an effectiveness of the advertisements.

[01 85] A version of advertisement manager 412 executing at user device 170 may report the

advertising result information to a version of advertisement manager 412 executing at

computer system 110 for centralized compilation. Such reporting may occur in real time,

periodically, and/or at other times. For example, each time an advertisement is clicked or

otherwise selected by a user, the version of advertisement manager 412 executing at user

device 170 may report the click to the version of advertisement manager 412 executing at

computer system 110. In some implementations, the version of advertisement manager 412

executing at user device 170 may store the advertisement result information and send it t o

the version of advertisement manager 412 executing at computer system 110 on a periodic

basis and/or when a network connection is available.

[0186] In an implementation, advertisement manager 412 may perform statistical analysis of

the advertisement result information. Such information may be used t o further target relevant

advertisements to the user and/or a population of users.

[01 87] Managing Artist Endorsements

[0188] In an implementation, artist endorsement manager 414 may obtain an endorsement of

an item (e.g., a product or service) from an artist. The endorsement may be in the form of an

identification of the item being endorsed, an identification of an image object in a photograph

or other image (e.g., a photograph of an item worn by an artist), and/or other indication of an

item being endorsed.

[0189] For example, artist endorsement manager 414 may receive a photograph of the artist

wearing an item to be endorsed and display the photograph through an interface used by the

artist t o identify the item. The artist may point t o or otherwise indicate the item via the

interface. Artist endorsement manager 414 may identify the item based on a bitmap of the

photograph or other coordinates of the photograph at which the artist has pointed. Artist

endorsement manager 414 may also receive item information such as an name of the item, a

price of the item, a manufacturer or retailer of the item, a URL link to a website from which to



purchase the item, a link to a redemption page in which the user may redeem one or more

loyalty points to obtain the item, and/or other information related to the item.

[0190] In an implementation, artist endorsement manager 414 may display, through an ASA of

the artist, a photograph of the artist holding/wearing the item in association with a tag. For

example, the tag may be overlaid onto, integrated with, or otherwise displayed in association

with the photograph. The tag, when clicked or otherwise selected by the user, may cause the

ASA t o display the item information and/or cause the linked to site (e.g., URL or redemption

page) t o be displayed.

[0191] In some implementations, artist endorsement manager 414 may generate user alerts

when an endorsement has been made by the artist. For example, the user may receive an

alert that the artist has endorsed an item or cause (e.g., a charity or charitable event). The

alert may be associated with content in the ASA.

[0192] Fan boards

[0193] In an implementation, fan board manager 416 may obtain aggregate fan information

for an artist. The fan information may indicate one or more loyalty items that a given user has

accrued. For example, fan information may include a ranking of users based on a number of

loyalty items they have accrued. In an implementation, fan board manager 416 may exclude

loyalty items that were purchased, thereby providing an indication of actual user activity

rather than purchased loyalty items.

[0194] In an implementation, the fan information may relate to a particular ASA. In this

manner, users of the particular ASA may be ranked with respect to other users of the

particular ASA so that the top fans (for example) of a particular artist may be identified. In an

implementation, the fan information may relate to multiple ASAs such that users of different

ASAs may be ranked with respect t o one another so that the top fans (for example) of any

artist may be identified. In an implementation, the fan board may relate to a ranking of fans

within a particular time period (e.g., top fans within the last month, year, etc.).

[0195] In an implementation, the fan information may be displayed as a fan board in an ASA.

The fan board may relate to the artist associated with the ASA or may relate to other artists

associated with other ASAs.

[01 96] Discussion boards

[0197] In an implementation, discussion board manager 418 may obtain comments from an



artist, users, and/or other entities in relation to an ASA. Discussion board manager 418 may

present the comments in a discussion board, which may provide a forum for the artist, users,

and others to discuss and share content. Such comments may be input via an ASA, via the

command manager, via a website or other interface exposed by the system, and/or other

communication channel. The comments may be obtained and displayed in real time through

the ASA. In some implementations, the discussion board may be updated periodically.

[0198] In some implementations, discussion board manager 418 may analyze the discussion

board to parse keywords that may indicate trends, user sentiment (e.g., by comparing words

in the discussion board to predefined "happy," "sad," or other sentiment terminologies),

and/or other content that may be relevant. In this manner, discussion board manager 418

may mine the discussion boards for relevant information that may assist with marketing,

understanding which products/songs/content resonate with users, and/or otherwise gaining

insight into user preferences.

[01 99] Accounting manager

[0200] In an implementation, accounting manager 420 may maintain an artist account used t o

track funds due to the artist. For example, based on pre-existing agreements between the

system operator and the artist (and/or predefined generic agreements), the artist may be

entitled to a share of profits resulting from the monetization of the user specific application of

the artist. For example, a share of ad income may be provided to the user. As such,

accounting manager 420 may track ad revenue (e.g., based on ad displays, click-through-rates,

etc.) in order t o apportion such revenue to the artist. In some implementations, the system

may credit the artist account based on user activity (e.g., the artist may be paid based on a

number of downloads, number of users, number of in-app purchases made, affiliation with

vendors such as when an artist endorses an item, funds related to cross-selling other

applications, share of fees related to data usage from mobile operators, deals involving pre-

installation on user devices, etc.).

[0201 ] Cross-Application Functions

[0202] In an implementation, cross-application manager 422 may facilitate cross-application

functionality. For instance, cross-application manager 422 may obtain, store, or otherwise

access content such as music, social media posts, rewards, and/or other information from

different ASAs 124. In this manner, such content may be searched and provided to individual



ASAs 124 that may otherwise be unrelated t o other ASAs 124. As such, cross-application

manager 422 facilitates a unified ecosystem of different ASAs 124. Furthermore, cross-

application manager 422 may categorize different ASAs 124 into different groups based on

musical genres, fan base (e.g., fan demographics), interests, and/or other categorizations,

thereby enabling searches for (and discovery of) new and additional artists.

[0203] In an implementation, cross-application manager 422 may also support cross-

application analytics. For example, cross-application manager 422 may obtain usage and

analytics information across different ASAs 124 in order t o assess popularity or trends. This

may provide artists, studios, an operator of the system, and/or other entities with insight into

user interests across a broad spectrum of ASAs 124.

[0204] FIG. 5 illustrates a flow diagram depicting a process 500 for obtaining, storing, and

querying content related to different ASAs at a computer system coupled t o different ASAs

executing at different user devices, according t o an implementation of the invention.

[0205] In an operation 502, cross-application manager 422 may obtain first content relevant

t o a first ASA 124. In an operation 504, cross-application manager 422 may obtain second

content relevant to a second ASA 124. The first content and the second content may each

include songs, messages, social media content, and/or other content that is relevant t o their

respective ASAs. For example, cross-application manager 422 may obtain information related

t o songs of a first artist made available through an ASA of the first artist and information

related t o songs of a second artist made available through an ASA of the second artist.

Likewise, other types of content made available through an ASA may be obtained as well.

[0206] In an operation 506, cross-application manager 422 may compile and index the first

content and the second content. For example, the first content and the second content may

be stored in a content database.

[0207] In an operation 508, cross-application manager 422 may receive a search request from

an ASA (which may be the first ASA, the second ASA, or other ASA) or other source.

[0208] In an operation 510, cross-application manager 422 may search the content database

and obtain results based on the search request.

[0209] In an operation 512, cross-application manager 422 may provide the results t o the ASA

or the other source.

[0210] In this manner, cross-application manager 422 may facilitate the search or display of



content related to different ASAs by storing or otherwise accessing the content from different

ASAs. For instance, a user may execute a search to obtain content related t o ASAs, whether or

not the user has installed those ASAs. The search results may identify new ASAs that may be

of interest t o the user, incentivizing the user t o download additional ASAs related t o other

artists. In another example, the user may access a listing of songs of a first ASA from a second

ASA. Selection of a song of the first ASA may cause that application t o be launched or

otherwise cause that application t o stream the song to the second ASA). In this manner, the

user may need not individually launch different ASAs installed on a user device 170.

[021 1] In some implementations, the system may facilitate communication between only

certain applications. For instance, a record label may wish for only applications specific t o

artists signed under its label t o be permitted t o communicate with one another. Of course, in

other more preferred implementations, all ASAs may be permitted t o communicate with one

another.

[021 2] As previously noted, the in-stream content management and provisioning platform

may be used for various media content of which music from artists is one example. In

particular, cross-application functionality described herein may be used in contexts other than

music and artists as well. Cross-application manager 422 may manage content from

applications that are specific t o videos, text, and/or other types of media that is specific to

other types of entities (other than artists), items (e.g., products, movies, etc.), and/or other

subjects of an entity specific application. For example, and without limitation, television show

specific applications may be created in which users may download applications specific t o

their favorite television shows from one or more networks. Each television show specific

application installed on a user device, for example, may share information (e.g., episode

listing, outtakes, cast information, etc.) t o other applications. Thus, although described in the

context of music shared by artists to their fans, the in-stream content management and

provisioning platform (e.g., the functions and features of system 100) described herein may be

used t o manage other types of content in relation t o other entities of subjects of an entity

specific application.

[0213] FIG. 6 illustrates a flow diagram depicting a process 600 for querying content

associated with ASA 124 from user device 170, according to an implementation of the

invention.



[0214] In an operation 602, ASA 124 may obtain one or more search terms relating t o a

request for information. In an operation 604, ASA 124 may search content (e.g., songs, social

media content, messages, rewards, etc.) associated with the ASA 124. In an operation 606,

ASA 124 may obtain results based on the search.

[0215] In an operation 608, ASA 124 may determine whether other ASAs on user device 170

should be searched. For example, the request for information may include a parameter that

indicates sources that should be queried. Such sources may include, for example, an ASA 124

from which a search was initiated, other ASA 124 installed at user device 170, other ASAs 124

that are not installed at user device 170 but are available for download, and/or other sources

that can be queried for artist-related content.

[021 6] If other ASAs on user device 170 should be queried, in an operation 610, ASA 124 may

identify other ASAs 124 installed on user device 170. Such identification may be obtained

based on an application registry maintained by an operating system of user device 170, a

registry of installed ASAs 124 that may be stored by each ASA 124 installed on user device 170,

a query to computer system 110, which may maintain a registry of ASAs 124 installed at a

given device, and/or other information source.

[0217] In an operation 612, the identified ASAs 124 may be queried t o obtain results

therefrom.

[0218] In an operation 614, ASA 124 may determine whether to search remote devices (e.g.,

content related to ASAs 124 not installed on user device 170). If yes, ASA 124 may query a

remote device (e.g., computer system 110) in an operation 616 and obtain content based on

the querying in an operation 618. In an operation 620, ASA 124 may display or otherwise

provide the obtained results from the previous operations to the user.

[021 9] Cross-Application Playlists

[0220] In an implementation, playlist manager 424 may allow the creation of a playlist that

includes a plurality of songs from different ASAs 124 to be played in a particular order

(including a preset or random order). Because a given song may only be played/access from a

corresponding ASA 124, a playlist that includes songs from different ASAs 124 may cause ASAs

124 to be opened or otherwise activated when a song included therein is next in line t o be

played. ASAs 124 that have already played a song in the playlist may be closed to minimize a

memory footprint (or each ASA 124 may remain open but be placed in a de-activated or



unfocused state). Alternatively or additionally, playlist manager 424 may cause such opening

and closing of ASAs 124 in order t o facilitate appropriate monetization by each artist in cases

where opening or activating a given ASA 124 contributes t o a potential payment t o be made t o

the artist.

[0221] A playlist may be used t o play songs locally at user device 170, share the songs with

other users (which may encourage the other users t o download ASAs 124 included in the

playlist that are not already installed at the other users' device), and/or for other purposes.

[0222] In an implementation, playlist manager 424 may generate a playlist based on an

identification of a set of songs t o include in the playlist. For example, the user, artist, o r others

may specify a playlist of songs t o be included in the playlist. A given playlist may include songs

from a plurality of different ASAs 124. Playlist manager 424 may obtain a playlist (e.g., a user

may select a playlist t o be played) and cause the set of songs to be played.

[0223] Table 1 illustrates non-limiting examples of entries in a playlist. Such a playlist may

have more (or less) entries, but the illustrated playlist is illustrated with five entries for

illustrative purposes. Furthermore, a playlist table may include alternative or additional types

of information. The following table is therefore included solely t o illustrate aspects of the

disclosure and will be described in conjunction with FIGS. 7-11 that follow.

[0224] As illustrated in Table 1, an entry in the playlist (depicted as a table row) may have an

associated playlist position, an application identifier (which identifies a corresponding ASA),

and a song identifier (which identifies a song t o be played by the corresponding ASA).

[0225] FIG. 7 schematically illustrates a non-limiting example of a playlist 700, according t o an

implementation. Playlist 700 may include entries 701, 702, 703, 704, 705, (N). Each entry



may correspond t o a song having a corresponding playlist position t i 2, 3, 4, 5, ... n- this

example, which corresponds t o Table 1, entries 701-(N) may each be associated with an

Application ID and Song ID. For example, SID (1) may be associated with ASA 1, SID (2) may be

associated with ASA 2, SID (3) may be associated with ASA 2, SID (4) may be associated with

ASA 3, SID (5) may be associated with ASA 1, and so on and so forth.

[0226] A handoff between different ASAs may occur when adjacent songs in the playlist are

associated with different ASAs. For instance, a handoff may occur between playlist positions

t i and t 2, t 3 and t4, and t4 and t5. A handoff may involve opening or otherwise activating the

next ASA (which is next in line t o play the next song in the playlist) and closing or otherwise

de-activating a previous ASA (which completed playing a song in the playlist). For instance,

after SID (1) is played, Application ID (also referred t o herein and in the Figures as "App ID") 2

(the next ASA) may be opened or otherwise activated while App ID 1 (the previous ASA) may

be closed or otherwise de-activated. In some implementations, the previous ASA may not be

closed, memory permitting. In some implementations, a certain number of previous or next

ASAs may remain open while playing songs of the playlist, which may be subject to memory

limits.

[0227] The previous ASA may handoff t o the next ASA in various ways. For instance, an agent

associated with the previous ASA may cause the next ASA t o be opened or activated while

causing the previous ASA to be closed or de-activated. In some implementations, the previous

ASA may cause an operating system of user device 170 t o launch the next ASA with a set of

launch parameters that includes information that conveys the playlist, including any

parameters used t o determine what song should be played next. In these implementations,

each ASA may parse such launch parameters to determine whether a given song should be

played next in relation t o the playlist, as well as any handoffs that it should make to other

ASAs.

[0228] FIG. 8 illustrates a flow diagram depicting a process 800 for switching ASAs to play a

playlist, according t o an implementation of the invention.

[0229] In an operation 802, playlist manager 424 may obtain a playlist. The playlist may be

created by the user, shared t o the user, provided t o the user by the computer system 110,

and/or other obtained.



[0230] In an operation 804, playlist manager 424 may generate playlist instructions based on

the obtained playlist. The playlist instructions may include information that specifies a playlist

such as one illustrated in Table 1. In some implementations, the playlist may be

communicated from a first ASA t o a second ASA.

[0231] Playlist manager 424 may identify the ASA associated with the next song t o be played.

[0232] In an operation 806, playlist manager 424 may open/activate the next ASA. In some

implementations, the next ASA may be in a closed state and playlist manager 424 may open

the next ASA. In some implementations, the next ASA may be running in a deactivated state in

the background, and playlist manager 424 may activate the next ASA. As used herein

throughout, the term "activate" may include putting into focus or otherwise placing into a

state where an ASA may process instructions and play a song.

[0233] In an operation 808, playlist manager 424 may close/deactivate previous ASAs. In some

implementations, playlist manager 424 may close/deactivate all the ASAs that were previously

opened or activated. In some implementations, playlist manager 424 may selectively

close/deactivate one or more artist applications based on the playlist. For example, playlist

manager 424 may close the ASAs that do not have more songs t o play. In some

implementations, playlist manager 424 may keep a certain number of ASAs open/activated,

memory permitting.

[0234] In an operation 810, playlist manager 424 may cause the next song t o be played. The

current ASA may receive the playlist table and, based on the song ID, may identify the song to

be played.

[0235] In an operation 812, playlist manager 424 may determine whether the next song t o be

played is associated with the next ASA (e.g., the application currently open). If yes, playlist

manager 424 may cause the next song t o be played without opening or activating another ASA

in operation 810. If no, playlist manager 424 may activate/open a next ASA in operation 806.

[0236] It should be noted that the operations of playlist manager 424 as described with

respect t o FIG. 8 may be included with an ASA 124 (in which case ASA 124 controls playing the

playlist) o r with platform management application 120 (in which case platform management

application 120 controls the ASAs to play the playlist).

[0237] FIG. 9 illustrates a flow diagram depicting a process 900 of switching ASAs t o play a

playlist as controlled locally at a user device, according to an implementation of the invention.



[0238] In an operation 1002, ASA 124 may receive instructions from playlist manager 424

executing at computer system 110. In an operation 904, ASA 124 may identify, based on the

received instructions, the next song to be played. For example, the instructions may include

song ID that identifies the next song. In an operation 906, ASA 124 may cause the next song t o

be played. In an operation 908, ASA 124 may send an indication to playlist manager 424 that

the song has been played.

[0239] FIG. 10 illustrates a flow diagram depicting a process of switching ASAs t o play a

playlist, according t o an implementation of the invention.

[0240] In an operation 1002, ASA 124 may receive playlist instructions. In an operation 1004,

ASA 124 may identify, based on the received instructions, a song t o be played. In operation

1006, ASA 124 may cause the song to be played. In an operation 1008, ASA 124 may identify

the next song t o be played. In an operation 1010, ASA 124 may determine whether the next

song is within the current ASA 124. If yes, ASA 124 may cause the next song t o be played in

operation 1006. If no, ASA 124 may identify the next ASA associated with the next song in an

operation 1012. In an operation 1014, ASA 124 may pass the instructions t o the identified next

ASA along with an indication of the next song t o be played or may generate and provide a new

set of instructions that includes the playlist and the next song t o be played.

[0241] In some implementations, playlist manager 424 may account for the non-existence of

one or more ASAs associated with the playlist. For example, a user may have received a

playlist including songs that are associated with ASAs that are not installed on user device 170

of the user. In these implementations, playlist manager 424 may cause any missing ASAs t o be

installed at user device 170. In some implementations, such installation may be automatic

without user intervention, may be based on input from a user (e.g., after having prompted the

user t o download any missing ASAs), and/or based on some other trigger.

[0242] FIG. 11 illustrates a flow diagram depicting a process 1100 of switching ASAs t o play a

playlist, according t o an implementation of the invention.

[0243] In operation 1102, playlist manager 424 may obtain the playlist as described in various

implementations above. In operation 1104, playlist manager 424 may generate playlist

instructions, as described in various implementations above. In operation 1106, playlist

manager 424, based on the playlist instructions, may identify the current ASA that includes the

next song t o be played. In operation 1108, playlist manager 424 may check if the identified



current ASA is in the mobile user device. If no, the process moves t o operation 1110 in which

ASA 124 may be downloaded from the system server. If yes, the process may skip operation

1110 and move t o operation 1112. In operation 1112, playlist manager 424 may activate/open

the current application, as described in various embodiments described above. In operation

1114, playlist manager 424 may close/deactivate previous applications, as described in various

embodiments above. In operation 1116, playlist manager 424 may pass instructions t o the

current ASA t o play the current song. In operation 1118, playlist manager 424 may receive an

indication that the current song has been played. In operation 1120, playlist manager 424 may

identify the next ASA associated with the next song. In operation 1122, playlist manager 424

may check whether the next application is same as the current application. If yes, the process

moves t o operation 1116 in which playlist manager 424 may pass instructions t o the current

ASA t o play the next song. If no, the process moves t o operation 1108 in which playlist

manager 424 may check if the next application exists in user device 170.

[0244] In some implementations, the user mobile device may be out of memory and may not

be able t o download one or more ASAs. In such implementations, playlist manager 424 may

notify the user that the user mobile device is out of memory. Playlist manager 424 may

request the user t o clear up the requisite memory and try again. In some implementations,

playlist manager 424 may download ASAs 124 as far as the memory can allow. In some

implementations, playlist manager 424 may optimize the download based on the memory of

the user mobile device. For example, playlist manager 424 may download ASAs 124 that

occupy relatively less memory in the user mobile device.

[0245] In some implementations, a user may broadcast his/her playlist. For example, a user

may share a playlist with his/her friends, with all the users, and/or any other subset of users.

In some implementations, playlist manager 424 may receive the playlist and may cause any

ASAs associated with the playlist t o be installed at user devices with which the playlist have

been shared (and which do not have the ASAs already installed).

[0246] In some implementations, one or more users may co-listen to a playlist. For example,

the user may invite friends t o listen t o songs from the playlist, which may be streamed from

the user device 170, from computer system 110, and/or other device via network 102. In some

implementations, a user with whom the playlist has been shared (and who is co-listening t o



the playlist) may be invited to download all or a subset of the ASAs associated with the

playlist. Responsive thereto, the user may elect t o install all or a portion of the ASAs.

[0247] As previously noted, the in-stream content management and provisioning platform

may be used for various media content of which music from artists is one example. In

particular, playlist functionality described herein may be used in contexts other than music

and artists as well. Playlist manager 424 may manage playlists related to other types of

content such as videos, text, and/or other types of media that is specific t o other types of

entities (other than artists), items (e.g., products, movies, etc.), and/or other subjects of an

entity specific application. For example, and without limitation, movie studios may provide

different movie specific applications in which users may download applications specific to

their favorite movies. A playlist in the foregoing example may include a series of trailers,

movie clips, audio clips, and/or other content made available through movie specific

applications, which may be activated or de-activated as described herein. Thus, although

described in the context of music shared by artists t o their fans, the in-stream content

management and provisioning platform (e.g., the functions and features of system 100)

described herein may be used t o manage other types of content in relation to other entities of

subjects of an entity specific application.

[0248] Creating and Managing Dynamic Albums

[0249] In an implementation, dynamic album manager 426 may create and maintain one or

more dynamic albums. A dynamic album may include a set of songs provided through an ASA

124 installed at user device 170. The dynamic album may be stored at the user device 170

(e.g., in the manner as described herein with respect t o music). Nevertheless, dynamic album

manager 426 may modify the set of songs without intervention by the user of user device 170.

Thus, while a user may be able to listen to a dynamic album at the user device 170 even

without a network connection, dynamic album manager 426 may maintain control over the

dynamic album. In some implementations, the dynamic album may be subject t o one or more

music leases as described herein.

[0250] Dynamic album manager 426 may modify the dynamic album based on one or more

album parameters that specify a change t o be made to the set of songs. For example, the one

or more album parameters specify the removal of one or more songs from the dynamic

album, the addition of one or more new songs, the replacement of one or more songs, a



rearrangement of (e.g., shuffling) the order of one or more songs, and/or other change t o the

set of songs.

[0251] As used herein and described more fully below, a song that is "added" to a dynamic

album may actually be added such that instructions that encode the new song are provided to

the ASA, which incorporates the new song into the ASA or otherwise stores the new song such

that it is unplayable outside of the ASA. Alternatively, a song may be "added" by merely

providing an indication to include a song already stored at the ASA to be added to the dynamic

album. Likewise, a song that is "deleted" may actually be deleted or may simply be associated

with an indication that indicates that the deleted song should not be played in association

with the dynamic album (even though instructions encoding the song remain stored at the

ASA).

[0252] The album parameters may be specified by an artist via command manager 402

described herein. In this manner, an artist may use the features and functions of a dynamic

album to send music and/or other updates to the dynamic album. For example, the artist may

introduce new songs, delete old songs, replace one version of a song with another version of

the song, present snippets of songs in production, re-arrange an order in which the songs of a

dynamic album are played, specify a first song t o be played, and/or otherwise change the

dynamic album. As another example, the artist may send an audio and/or a video message

(e.g., commentary, uncut versions of the song, outtakes, etc.) t o be played in association with

the dynamic album.

[0253] From the user's perspective, the dynamic album may be modified without the user's

intervention so that the user may listen to one version of a dynamic album at a first time and

listen to another version of the dynamic album at a later time after the dynamic album has

been changed by the artist (or other user/entity). In other implementations, the user may be

granted some control over whether a dynamic album is updated. Furthermore, in some

implementations, the user may be granted control over what songs/music/content is retained

by a given ASA 124. For example, the user may choose to retain only a subset of songs

(including only one song) provided by ASA 124, enabling the user to select songs that the user

wishes to retain subject t o a music lease.

[0254] In some implementations, the dynamic album may start playing when the ASA is

launched. For example, a first version of the dynamic album may be played when the ASA is



launched at a first time and a second version of the dynamic album may be played when the

ASA is launched at a later time after the dynamic album has been changed. In some

implementations, the dynamic album may start playing when the user launches (e.g., starts

playing) the dynamic album in the ASA.

[0255] FIG. 12 illustrates a flow diagram depicting a process 1200 for changing a dynamic

album at user devices based on album parameters received from an artist, according t o an

implementation of the invention.

[0256] In an operation 1202, dynamic album manager 426 may obtain one or more album

parameters. For example, dynamic album manager 426 may receive the one or more album

parameters from an artist via a communication channel provided by command manager 402.

[0257] In an operation 1204, dynamic album manager 426 may determine one or more

changes to be made t o the dynamic album based on the album parameters. For instance,

dynamic album manager 426 may identify a new song t o be added to the dynamic album, a

song t o be removed from the dynamic album, and/or otherwise identify one or more changes

t o be made t o the dynamic album.

[0258] In an operation 1206, dynamic album manager 426 may generate album modification

information that indicates the changes t o be made. The album modification information may

include the album parameters and/or otherwise include information that indicates the one or

more changes to be applied.

[0259] In an operation 1208, dynamic album manager 426 may transmit the album

modification information t o the relevant ASA. The ASA may then apply the changes t o the

dynamic album. In some implementations, such changes are applied without the user's

consent o r intervention. In other implementations, the ASA provides the user with an

opportunity t o reject such changes.

[0260] Dynamic album manager 426 may identify user devices 170 (e.g., an ASA executing on

a user device 170) t o which the album modification information should be provided. For

example, first album modification information relating t o a first ASA may be provided t o user

devices 170 that have the first ASA installed thereon, while second album modification

information relating t o a second ASA may be provided to user devices 170 that have the

second ASA installed thereon.

[0261] A user device 170 may be identified based on a communication received from the user



device 170 and/or based on a registry of user devices that have downloaded ASAs. An ASA

installed on a user device 170 may periodically provide a communication to a version of

dynamic album manager 426 executing on computer system 110 (e.g., t o request a new music

lease or otherwise simply check-in each time the ASA is launched, expressly request the album

modification information, etc.). The communication may include information used t o identify

the user device (e.g., a MAC address), the ASA (e.g., an application identifier, an application

version, etc.), and/or other information used to determine that a given ASA is installed at the

user device.

[0262] Responsive t o the communication, dynamic album manager 426 may determine

whether album modification information should be provided to the user device 170 (e.g.,

based on whether the album modification information relates to the ASA that is

communicating with dynamic album manager 426). If so, then dynamic album manager 426

may provide the relevant album modification information to the user device. Other factors

may affect the determination of whether to provide the album modification information, such

as whether the ASA is using a current version of the dynamic album, as described more fully

below.

[0263] In an implementation, dynamic album manager 426 may identify one or more user

devices that have downloaded the ASA and may push the album modification information to

relevant devices. For example, in an implementation, dynamic album manager 426 may query

a database that stores indications of devices that have previously downloaded the ASA related

to the dynamic album.

[0264] In some implementations, the album parameter may indicate a delete operation to

delete one or more songs from one or more albums in the ASA. To that end, the dynamic

album manager may generate album modification instructions that include the delete

operation. Based on the album modification instructions, the dynamic album manager may

cause the deletion of one or more songs from the memory of the user mobile device.

[0265] In some implementations, the album parameter may indicate an add operation to add

one or more songs t o one or more albums in the ASA. To that end, the dynamic album

manager may generate album modification instructions that include the add operation. Based

on the album modification instructions, the dynamic album manager may cause the addition

of one or more songs t o the memory of the user mobile device.



[0266] In some implementations, the album parameter may indicate a replace operation to

replace a first song with a second song in one or more albums in the ASA. To that end, the

dynamic album manager may generate album modification instructions that include the

replace operation. Based on the album modification instructions, the dynamic album manager

may cause the replacement of the first song with the second song in the memory of the user

mobile device.

[0267] In some implementations, the dynamic album manager may generate the album

modification instructions to replace a first song with a second song as a combination of delete

and add operation, according to the various implementations described above. For example,

the album modification instructions may include a delete operation to delete the first song

from a dynamic album, and an add operation to add the second song to the dynamic album.

[0268] The artist, using the replace operation, may replace a first song in a dynamic album

with a second song. For example, the artist may want to replace a song with an entirely

different song. As another example, the artist may want to replace a studio-recorded song

with a song recorded during a live concert. As another example, the artist may want to replace

a short or a trial version of a song with the full version. As another example, the artist may

want to replace an older version of the song with a re-mastered, re-conducted, or a re-mixed

version of the song,

[0269] Alternatives to actually adding or deleting songs

[0270] In some implementations, a version of dynamic album manager 426 (e.g., part of the

ASA) executing at a user device 170 may cause the ASA t o maintain an album indicator for

each of the songs in the dynamic album. The dynamic album manager may cause the ASA to

set the album indicators to accomplish various operations included in the album modification

instructions.

[0271] For example, when the ASA receives album modification instructions to delete one or

more songs from the album, the ASA may set the album indicator for the one or more songs to

indicate that the one or more songs are not t o be played when the dynamic album is played.

Alternatively, the ASA may set the album indicator for one or more undeleted songs t o

indicate that the one or more songs are t o be played when the dynamic album is played.

Alternatively and/or additionally the ASA may set the indicators for the one or more deleted

songs t o indicate that the deleted one or more songs are not t o be played and t o set the



indicators for the undeleted one or more songs to indicate that that the undeleted one or

more songs are t o be played when the dynamic album is played. In some implementations,

one or more songs that are indicated not to be played may not be seen by the user of the

mobile device. In some implementations, one or more songs that are indicated not to be

played may be seen by the user of the mobile device.

[0272] As another example, the ASA may receive album modification instructions to add one

or more songs t o the album. In some implementations, the one or more songs t o be added

may already be present in the memory of the user device but with its album indicator set t o

not be played when the dynamic album is played. In these implementations, the ASA may

update the album indicator to indicate that the one or more songs are t o be played when the

dynamic album is played. As such, the version of dynamic album manager 426 executing at

computer system 110 may not transmit the one or more songs to be added along with the

album modification instructions.

[0273] In some implementations, the one or more songs t o be added may not exist in the

memory of the user mobile device. In such implementations, the one or more songs t o be

added may be included in or provided together with or separately from the album

modification instructions. In such implementations, the ASA may receive the album

modification instructions and may add the one or more songs t o the memory of the user

device 170.

[0274] As another example, the ASA may receive album modification instructions to replace a

first song with a second song. The replace operation may be accomplished by a combination of

delete and add operations, according to various embodiments described above.

[0275] In some implementations, the album indicator may include a binary setting (e.g., a '0'

may indicate that the associated song is not to be played when the dynamic album is played

and a ' may indicate that the associated song is t o be played when the dynamic album is

played). In other implementations, the indicator may be non-binary. The value of the indicator

may be used t o represent one of several possible states. For example, one value may indicate

one or songs t o be "not to be played, can be seen by the user" while another value may

indicate one or more songs to be "not to be played, cannot be seen by the user." In some

implementations, the indicators may indicate the sequence in which the songs are t o be

played.



[0276] In some implementations, the album modification instructions may indicate a shuffle

operation be performed t o modify the sequence of songs to be played in the dynamic album.

In some implementations, the artist may specify one or more shuffle criteria. For example, the

artist may specify that the most recent song has to be played first, followed by the second

most recent, and so on. In some implementations, the artist may randomize the order of songs

as a shuffle criterion. In some implementations, the shuffle operation may be combined with

add, delete, and/or replace operations as described in various implementations above. In

some implementations, the shuffle operation may be accomplished by setting the indicators

t o change the sequence in which the songs are t o be played.

[0277] As previously noted, the in-stream content management and provisioning platform

may be used for various media content of which music from artists is one example. In

particular, dynamic album functionality described herein may be used in contexts other than

music and artists as well. Dynamic album manager 426 may provide, for example, different

movie trailers, clips, and/or other content related t o movie specific applications. Thus,

although described in the context of music shared by artists t o their fans, the in-stream

content management and provisioning platform (e.g., the functions and features of system

100) described herein may be used t o manage other types of content in relation t o other

entities of subjects of an entity specific application.

[0278] Dynamic Album Version Control

[0279] In some implementations, dynamic album manager 426 may account for different

versions of the dynamic album existing on an ASA of a user device 170. The different versions

may result from, for example, user device 170 not receiving an album modification instruction,

not applying an album modification instruction, o r otherwise being unable t o synchronize its

version of the dynamic album with the current version. In some implementations, dynamic

album manager 426 may obtain the dynamic album version stored at the user device 170 and

may compare the obtained version with the current version at computer system 110. For

example, the ASA may provide the dynamic album version t o dynamic album manager 426.

Based on the comparison, dynamic album manager 426 may generate and provide album

modification instructions t o the user device 170 t o account for any differences.

[0280] FIG. 13 illustrates a flow diagram depicting a process 1300 for accounting for different

versions of a dynamic album associated with an ASA at a user device 170, according t o an



implementation of the invention.

[0281] In an operation 1302, dynamic album manager 426 may obtain the version of the

dynamic album associated with an ASA at user device 170. In some implementations, dynamic

album manager 426 may communicate, to user device 170, a request to send the version

information of a dynamic album. In some implementations, dynamic album manager 426 may

receive, from user device 170, a communication that includes the version information of a

dynamic album.

[0282] If the version information is received, in an operation 1304, dynamic album manager

426 may compare the received version with the current version. In an operation 1306, if the

received version is current, processing may loop back t o operation 1302 or may terminate. If

the received version is not current, in an operation 1308, dynamic album manager 426 may

generate album modification instructions based on the comparison. In some implementations,

the album modification instructions may include add, delete, and/or replace operations to

account for the difference between the received version and the current version. In some

implementations, the modifications instructions may include operations for a complete

replacement of the dynamic album at user device 170 with the current version.

[0283] In an operation 1310, dynamic album manager 426 may cause the dynamic album at

user device 170 to be modified based on the album modification instructions. In some

implementations, dynamic album manager 426 may communicate the album modification

instructions to user device 170. In some implementations, dynamic album manager 426 may

access the memory of the user device 170 t o modify the dynamic album based on the album

modification instructions.

[0284] In some implementations, the dynamic album manager 426 may store the differences

between the successive versions of the dynamic album. For example, dynamic album manager

426 may store a delta that indicates a change from one version to the next version of the

dynamic album. A series of deltas may therefore be applied in order to determine the current

state of a dynamic album. Alternatively or additionally, whole copies of a given version of a

dynamic album may be stored and marked with a corresponding version identifier.

[0285] In some implementations dynamic album manager 426 may receive a communication

from user device 170 that indicates the user device does not have enough memory for the

modification of the dynamic album. The user may be requested to try again after freeing up



the memory requi red for the update or otherwise additiona l attem pts may be made

periodica lly.

[0286] In some implementations, dyna mic album manager 426 may receive a com munication

including an amou nt of free memory for the dyna mic album . In such implementation, dyna mic

album manager may com municate instructions t o user device 170 to provide an option t o the

user for a pa rtia l modification. A pa rtia l modification may apply modifications as far as the

memory can allow. For example, delete and replace operations, accordi ng t o various

implementations, may be applied but an add operation may not be applied. In some

implementations, dyna mic album manager 426 may opti mize the album modification

instructions so that a memory footprint req uired t o ca rry out the album modification

instructions is minimized. For example, delete operations may be performed before add

operations.

[0287] In some implementations, one or more users of the ASAs may wish t o control the

modifications t o the dyna mic albums. To that end, dyna mic albu m manager 426 may cause

the ASA t o provide options t o the user t o configu re the dyna mic modifications. In some

implementations, the user may modify the dyna mic album manua lly. In some

implementations, the user may allow the modification of dyna mic album periodica lly, for

example, once every week, or once every month. In some implementations, the user may

w ant only the "major" modifications, for example, when the artist adds or replaces more tha n

five songs. In some implementations, dyna mic album manager 426 may cause the ASA t o

allow the users t o indicate that the one or more songs are not to be replaced or deleted. In

some implementations, dyna mic album manager 426 may cause modifications t o be applied

on ly when the dyna mic albu m is not currently playing.

[0288] User Interfaces Provided by an ASA

[0289] Having descri bed the various implementations of the system, attention w i l l now be

turned to examples of functions and interfaces provided by an ASA. As previously noted, a

given ASA may be insta lled at a user device 170. An ASA may incl ude some or al l of system

instructions 122. As such, some or al l of system instructions 122 may progra m user device 170

as wel l .

[0290] Fig. 14 i l lustrates a non-li miting example of a screenshot of a unified player interface

1400 that plays music from an ASA and/or music not associated with the ASA, according to an



implementation of the invention.

[0291 ] The screenshot illustrated in Fig. 14 and other drawing figures are for illustrative

purposes only. Various components may be added, deleted, moved, o r otherwise changed so

that the configuration, appearance, and/or content of the screenshots may be different than

as illustrated in the figures. Accordingly, the graphical user interface objects as illustrated (and

described in greater detail below) are exemplary by nature and, as such, should not be viewed

as limiting. Furthermore, as would be appreciated, the various components of unified player

interface 1400 may cause certain commands to be performed at o r data provided to ASA (e.g.,

locally at a user device) and/or remote devices such as a computer system 110.

[0292] The unified player interface 1400 may include a section 1402 that displays a plurality of

songs that are associated with an ASA (e.g., songs that are not playable outside of the ASA).

The songs listed in section 1403 may correspond t o an album 1401. In an implementation,

album 1401 includes a dynamic album that may be changed by the artist with o r without user

intervention as described herein.

[0293 ] The songs in section 1402 may be associated with indicators of popularity (illustrated in

FIG. 14 as stars with a corresponding number that indicates a number of users that have

"liked" the song). Filled-in stars (or other differentially displayed indicators) may indicate that

the user has liked a corresponding song as well.

[0294] Section 1404 may display other ASAs installed in user device 170. Selection of another

ASA may cause music from the selected application to be played. In some implementations,

such selection may cause the selected application to be launched and its unified player

interface t o be launched as well, essentially replacing the unified player interface 1400. In a

sense, such selection may cause a handoff from one ASA t o another ASA.

[0295] In some implementations, sections 1402 and 1404 may together represent a playlist

described herein, where different songs from different ASAs in a playlist cause handoffs

between ASAs t o occur.

[0296] Section 1406 may display music that is not associated with an installed ASA. For

example, unified player interface 1400 may search for locally stored music and display them

for selection in section 1406. Upon selection of such locally stored music, unified player

interface 1400 may play the selected music, delivering a seamless experience for users who



have locally downloaded music and ASAs. In some implementations, section 1406 may include

streaming music sources as well.

[0297] Section 1408 may display controls used t o quickly access downloaded songs/ASAs

through icon 1408a, music playback controls 1408b, and messages through icon 1408c.

Selection of icon 1408a may cause the ASA t o display a selectable list of ASAs installed at user

device 170. Selection of a downloaded ASA may cause a handoff t o that application. Selection

of icon 1408c may cause the ASA t o display alerts or other messages that the user has

received.

[0298] Fig. 15 illustrates a non-limiting example of a screenshot of an interface 1500 for

displaying content updates, according t o an implementation of the invention. The interface

1500 may include section 1502 that displays a plurality of updates. In some implementations,

the plurality of updates may include an alert for exclusive sound loop. In some

implementations, the alert may include instructions t o identify the exclusive sound loop

existing in the ASA. In some implementations, the alert may include instructions to generate

an exclusive sound loop form a combination of various portions of a plurality of songs. For

example, an exclusive sound loop may include a combination of chorus from song A, chorus

from song B, introduction from song C, and/or any other portions of a plurality of songs. In

some implementations, the exclusive sound loop may be received by the ASA in association

with the alert.

[0299] In some implementations, the plurality of alerts may include an alert inquiring whether

the user likes a tune. In some implementations, the alert may include instructions t o identify

the tune existing in the ASA. In some implementations, the tune may be received by the ASA in

association with the alert.

[0300] In some implementations, the plurality of alerts may include an alert associated with a

sound clip. The sound clip may be received by the ASA in association with the alert. In some

implementations, the alert may include an inquiry on whether the user likes the sound clip.

[0301 ] The plurality of alerts may include alerts for photographs, videos, and/or any other

content provided t o the user.

[0302] Section 1510 may also display the date/time when the alert was received. For example,

an alert may be received 5 minutes ago, 6 days ago, at a certain date, and/or any other

date/time. Section 1510 may also display the number of times the alert has been dubbed a



favorite, indicated by the number of stars. The dark stars may indicate that the user has

tagged the alert as a favorite, and the white stars may indicate that the user has not tagged

the alert as a favorite.

[0303] Fig. 16 illustrates a non-limiting example of a screenshot of an interface 1600 for

displaying a plurality of menu icons associated with an ASA, according t o various

implementations.

[0304] Menu icon 1601 may display the number of alerts 1601a the user has received.

Selecting the menu icon 1601 may cause the ASA to display interface 1700 that displays

messages.

[0305] Menu icon 1602 may be associated with a loyalty item such as a "heart" as illustrated.

Selecting the menu icon 1602 may cause the ASA t o display a number of loyalty items accrued

by the user.

[0306] Selecting the menu icon 1603 may cause the ASA t o display interface 1800 that

displays rewards available for redemption. Menu icon 1604 may display the number of ASAs

1604a installed at user device 170. Selecting the menu icon 1604 may cause the ASA t o display

ASAs installed at user device 170. The ASA may allow the user t o switch to one of the other

ASAs, which may cause a handoff t o occur.

[0307] Selecting menu icon 1605 may cause the ASA to display playlists described herein. In

some implementations, selecting menu icon 1605 may cause the ASA t o display unified player

interface 1400.

[0308] Selecting the menu icon 1606 may cause the ASA t o display the website of the

associated with an operator of the system. Selecting the menu icon 1607 may cause the ASA

t o display achievements such as badges accrued by the user. Selecting the menu icon 1608

may cause the ASA t o display a fan board interface 1900 that display a fan board.

[0309] Selecting the menu icon 1609 may cause the ASA t o display the purchases made by the

user from one or more ASAs and/or interface 1800. Selecting the menu icon 1610 may cause

the ASA t o display a log in interface for the user to log into the ASA.

[0310] Although described with respect t o icons that represent various other interfaces, the

various interfaces described herein may be navigated by swiping a touchscreen (or performing

another user interface action) t o scroll through the various interfaces.



[031 1] Fig. 17 illustrates a non-limiting example of a screenshot of an interface 1700 for

displaying messages received by the user, according t o an implementation of the invention.

Section 1702 may display details of a message. Section 301 may include a number of input

methods t o create a message, such as an icon 304 that represents a text input, an icon 305

that represents an image/camera input, or an icon 306 that represents a voice input. Other

types of input may be used as well. Icon 303 may allow the user t o transmit a message

(whether text, image, audio, and/or other format) t o the artist (or other users).

[031 2] Fig. 18 illustrates a non-limiting example of a screenshot of an interface 1800 that

facilitates redemption of one or more loyalty points for a reward, according t o an

implementation of the invention. The interface 1800 may include a plurality of sections 401,

402, 403, 404, 405, and 406 that each displays information associated with an individual

reward. Within a given section may display an avatar (e. g. a picture, image, and/or other

representation) associated with the reward, a name of the reward, a description of the

reward, and a number of loyalty points required t o obtain the reward.

[0313] FIG. 19 illustrates an example of the fan board display 1900, according t o an

implementation of the invention. The exemplary fan board display facilitates the user t o see

the aggregate fan information of the artist associated with the ASA.

[0314 ] The fan board display 1900 may include the top fans of the artist based on the

aggregate fan information. In some implementations, the fan board manager may

communicate t o the system server, the user activities associated with an ASA. The system

server may use the information on the user activities to generate the fan boards.

[0315] Fig. 20 illustrates a non-limiting example of a screenshot of an interface 2000 for

displaying the discussion board to which users and the artist may post messages, including

content such as music, according to an implementation of the invention. The interface may

include an avatar 2001 (e.g. a picture, image, and/or other representation) associated with the

artist, a message 2002 from the artist, a comment window 2003 for the user to provide a

comment, and a feed 2004 of messages made by users and replies/comments by the artist.

[031 6] Fig. 21 illustrates a non-limiting example of a screenshot of an interface 2100 for

displaying the affiliation of the artist with one or more merchandise items, according t o an

implementation of the invention. The interface 2100 may include a merchandise tag 2102

associated with an image 2101 of the artist holding/wearing the merchandise item. Upon



selection of merchandise tag 2102, information related to the tagged merchandise (e.g.,

manufacturer, style, color, size, etc.) may be displayed and/or an interface t o purchase the

tagged merchandise may be displayed.

[0317] Fig. 22 illustrates a non-limiting example of a screenshot of an interface 2200 for

displaying non-intrusive targeted advertisements in the ASA, according to an implementation

of the invention. Interface 2200 may include a plurality of advertisement icons 2202 presented

as favorite sites of the artist. The advertisement icons may include links t o downloads of other

ASAs. Selecting an icons associated with another ASA may cause the other ASA t o be

downloaded. Interface 2200 may also include a plurality of icons 2203 for social media that is

of interest t o the artist. Selecting on an icon may cause the ASA t o display the respective

social media feed.

[0318] In some implementations, interface 2200 may include a search window 801 that

receives search input t o search for content within the ASA, other ASAs, and/or remote devices

(e.g., other user devices 170, computer system 110, etc.).

[0319] Computer system 110 and user devices 170 may each include, without limitation,

server devices (e.g., server blades), desktop computers, laptop computers, tablet computers,

mobile computers (e.g., smartphones), dedicated media player devices, and/or device that

may be programmed with the various computer program instructions described herein (e.g.,

platform management application 120, system instructions 122, ASAs 124, etc.).

[0320] Although illustrated in FIG. 1 as a single component, computer system 110 may include

a plurality of individual components (e.g., computer devices) each programmed with at least

some of the functions described herein. In this manner, some components of computer

system 110 may perform some functions while other components may perform other

functions, as would be appreciated. The one or more processors 112 may each include one or

more physical processors that are programmed by computer program instructions. The

various instructions described herein are exemplary only. Other configurations and numbers

of instructions may be used, so long as the processor(s) 112 are programmed t o perform the

functions described herein.

[0321] Furthermore, it should be appreciated that although the various instructions are

illustrated in FIG. 1 as being co-located within a single processing unit, in implementations in

which processor(s) 112, 172 includes multiple processing units, one or more instructions may



be executed remotely from the other instructions.

[0322] The description of the functionality provided by the different instructions described

herein is for illustrative purposes, and is not intended t o be limiting, as any of instructions may

provide more or less functionality than is described. For example, one or more of the

instructions may be eliminated, and some or all of its functionality may be provided by other

ones of the instructions. As another example, processor(s) 112, 172 may be programmed by

one or more additional instructions that may perform some or all of the functionality

attributed herein t o one of the instructions.

[0323] The various instructions described herein may be stored in a storage device 114, 174

which each may comprise random access memory (RAM), read only memory (ROM), and/or

other memory. The storage device may store the computer program instructions (e.g., the

aforementioned instructions) t o be executed by processor 112, 172 as well as data that may

be manipulated by processor 112, 172. The storage device may comprise floppy disks, hard

disks, optical disks, tapes, or other storage media for storing computer-executable instructions

and/or data.

[0324] The various components illustrated in FIG. 1 may be coupled t o at least one other

component via network 102, which may include any one or more of, for instance, the Internet,

an intranet, a PAN (Personal Area Network), a LAN (Local Area Network), a WAN (Wide Area

Network), a SAN (Storage Area Network), a MAN (Metropolitan Area Network), a wireless

network, a cellular communications network, a Public Switched Telephone Network, and/or

other network. In FIG. 1 and other drawing Figures, different numbers of entities than

depicted may be used. Furthermore, according to various implementations, the components

described herein may be implemented in hardware and/or software that configure hardware.

[0325] The various databases 130 described herein may be, include, or interface to, for

example, an Oracle™ relational database sold commercially by Oracle Corporation, MySQL,

SYBASE, Informix™, DB2 (Database 2) or other data storage, including file-based, o r query

formats, platforms, or resources such as OLAP (On Line Analytical Processing), SQL (Structured

Query Language), a SAN (storage area network), Microsoft Access™ or others may also be

used, incorporated, o r accessed. The database may comprise one or more such databases

that reside in one or more physical devices and in one or more physical locations. The

database may store a plurality of types of data and/or files and associated data or file



descriptions, administrative information, or any other data.

[0326] Other implementations, uses and advantages of the invention will be apparent to

those skilled in the art from consideration of the specification and practice of the invention

disclosed herein. The specification should be considered exemplary only, and the scope of the

invention is accordingly intended to be limited only by the following claims.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A computer implemented method for facilitating control and monetization of artist

content presented through artist specific applications, the method being implemented on a

computer system having one or more physical processors programmed by computer program

instructions that, when executed by the one or more physical processors, cause the computer

system to perform the method, the method comprising:

receiving, by the computer system, a communication from an artist specific application

executing on a user device, wherein the artist specific application relates to a particular artist;

determining, by the computer system, whether to provide a music lease renewal to the

artist specific application, wherein the music lease renewal causes a music lease, which is

required to play music of the artist at the artist specific application, to be renewed;

responsive to a determination that the music lease renewal should be provided,

providing, by the computer system, an indication of the music lease renewal to the artist

specific application;

obtaining, by the computer system, a level of user activity associated with the artist

specific application;

determining, by the computer system, a revenue amount to be provided to the artist

based on the level of user activity; and

incrementing, by the computer system, an account associated with the artist related to

the artist specific application based on the revenue amount.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein obtaining the level of user activity comprises:

obtaining a level of user interaction with social media content of the artist presented

through the artist specific application, wherein the revenue amount is based on the level of

user interaction with the social media content.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein obtaining the level of user activity comprises:

obtaining a level of user interaction with advertising content of the artist presented

through the artist specific application, wherein the revenue amount is based on the level of

user interaction with the advertising content.



4 . The method of claim 1, wherein obtaining the level of user activity comprises:

obtaining a duration of time in which the artist specific application is used, wherein the

revenue amount is based on the duration of time.

5 . The method of claim 1, obtaining the level of user activity comprises:

obtaining a level of purchases made in association with the artist specific application,

wherein the revenue amount is based on the level of purchases made.

6. The method of claim 1, the method further comprising:

obtaining an identification of an item being promoted by the artist;

generating an image of the artist, the item, and an indicator that indicates the item is

being promoted by the artist; and

providing the image t o the artist specific application to promote the item, wherein the

image facilitates purchase of the item by a user of the artist specific application and wherein

the revenue amount is based on the promotion of the item by the artist.

7 . The method of claim 1, wherein determining whether to provide the music lease

renewal comprises:

determining whether the level of user activity exceeds a usage threshold, wherein the

music lease renewal is t o be provided responsive to a determination that the level of user

activity exceeds a minimum usage.

8 . The method of claim 7, wherein the minimum usage relates to a level of interaction

with social media content of the artist presented through the artist specific application, a level

of interaction with advertising content presented through the artist specific application, or a

duration in which the artist specific application is used.

9 . The method of claim 1, wherein determining whether to provide the music lease

renewal comprises:



determining a total revenue derived in association with the artist specific application

during one or more current or previous music leases, wherein the music lease renewal is t o be

provided responsive to a determination that the total revenue exceeds a minimum revenue.

10. The method of claim 1, the method further comprising:

receiving a command from the artist to provide updated or new content to be

presented through the artist specific application;

identifying a user device that has installed the artist specific application; and

providing the updated or new content to the artist specific application installed at the

user device.

11. The method of claim 10, wherein identifying the user device comprises:

obtaining user account information associated with a user that has installed the artist

specific application at the user device, wherein the user device is identified based on the user

account information.

12. The method of claim 1, the method further comprising:

receiving a command from the artist to provide updated or new content to be

presented through the artist specific application, wherein the updated or new content is

provided to the artist specific application responsive to the received communication from the

artist specific application.

13. A system for facilitating control and monetization of artist content presented through

artist specific applications, the system comprising:

a computer system comprising one or more physical processors programmed by

computer program instructions that, when executed by the one or more physical processors,

cause the computer system to:

receive a communication from an artist specific application executing on a user device,

wherein the artist specific application relates to a particular artist;



determine whether to provide a music lease renewal to the artist specific application,

wherein the music lease renewal causes a music lease, which is required to play music of the

artist at the artist specific application, to be renewed;

responsive to a determination that the music lease renewal should be provided,

providing an indication of the music lease renewal to the artist specific application;

obtain a level of user activity associated with the artist specific application;

determine a revenue amount to be provided to the artist based on the level of user

activity; and

increment an account associated with the artist related to the artist specific application

based on the revenue amount.

14. The system of claim 13, wherein to obtain the level of user activity, the computer

system is further programmed to:

obtain a level of user interaction with social media content of the artist presented

through the artist specific application, wherein the revenue amount is based on the level of

user interaction with the social media content.

15. The system of claim 13, wherein to obtain the level of user activity, the computer

system is further programmed to:

obtain a level of user interaction with advertising content of the artist presented

through the artist specific application, wherein the revenue amount is based on the level of

user interaction with the advertising content.

16. The system of claim 13, wherein to obtain the level of user activity, the computer

system is further programmed to:

obtain a duration of time in which the artist specific application is used, wherein the

revenue amount is based on the duration of time.



17. The system of claim 13, wherein to obtain the level of user activity, the computer

system is further programmed to:

obtain a level of purchases made in association with the artist specific application,

wherein the revenue amount is based on the level of purchases made.

18. The system of claim 13, wherein the computer system is further programmed to:

obtain an identification of an item being promoted by the artist;

generate an image of the artist, the item, and an indicator that indicates the item is

being promoted by the artist; and

provide the image to the artist specific application to promote the item, wherein the

image facilitates purchase of the item by a user of the artist specific application and wherein

the revenue amount is based on the promotion of the item by the artist.

19. The system of claim 13, wherein to determine whether to provide the music lease

renewal, the computer system is further programmed to:

determine whether the level of user activity exceeds a usage threshold, wherein the

music lease renewal is t o be provided responsive to a determination that the level of user

activity exceeds a minimum usage.

20. The system of claim 19, wherein the minimum usage relates to a level of interaction

with social media content of the artist presented through the artist specific application, a level

of interaction with advertising content presented through the artist specific application, or a

duration in which the artist specific application is used.

21. The system of claim 13, wherein to determine whether to provide the music lease

renewal, the computer system is further programmed to:

determine a total revenue derived in association with the artist specific application

during one or more current or previous music leases, wherein the music lease renewal is t o be

provided responsive to a determination that the total revenue exceeds a minimum revenue.



22. The system of claim 13, wherein the computer system is further programmed to:

receive a command from the artist to provide updated or new content to be presented

through the artist specific application;

identify a user device that has installed the artist specific application; and

provide the updated or new content to the artist specific application installed at the

user device.

23. The system of claim 22, wherein to identify the user device, the computer system is

further programmed to:

obtain user account information associated with a user that has installed the artist

specific application at the user device, wherein the user device is identified based on the user

account information.

24. The system of claim 13, wherein the computer system is further programmed to:

receive a command from the artist to provide updated or new content to be presented

through the artist specific application, wherein the updated or new content is provided to the

artist specific application responsive t o the received communication from the artist specific

application.

25. A computer implemented method for providing music and other content associated

with an artist through an artist specific application and facilitating the monetization of the

music and other content by the artist, the method being implemented on a user device having

one or more physical processors programmed with computer program instructions that, when

executed by the one or more physical processors, cause the user device to perform the

method, the method comprising:

accessing, by the user device, one or more songs of the artist via the artist specific

application, wherein the one or more songs are stored at the user device;

playing, by the user device, the one or more songs via the artist specific application

irrespective of whether or not a network connection is available;

obtaining, by the user device, artist content related to the artist via the artist specific

application;



providing, by the user device, the artist content via the artist specific application;

monitoring, by the user device, a user activity with respect to: (i) the first set of one or

more songs, (ii) the artist content, or (iii) both the first set of one or more songs and the artist

content;

transmitting, by the user device, information that indicates the user activity to a

computer system remote from the user device, wherein the information that indicates the

user activity is used t o determine a revenue amount to be provided to the artist.

26. The method of claim 25, wherein the user activity relates to a number of times or

duration in which the one or more songs are played via the artist specific application, and

wherein the revenue amount to be provided to the artist is based on the number of times or

duration in which the one or more songs are played via the artist specific application.

27. The method of claim 25, wherein the artist content comprises social media posts

related to the artist, the user activity relates to a level of interaction with the social media

posts, and the revenue amount to be provided to the artist is based on the level of interaction

with the social media posts.

28. The method of claim 25, wherein the artist content comprises advertising content to

be displayed via the artist specific application, the user activity relates to a level of interaction

with the advertising content, and the revenue amount to be provided to the artist is based on

the level of interaction with the advertising content.

29. The method of claim 25, wherein the artist content comprises one or more items

offered for purchase, the user activity relates to a number or amount of purchases of the one

or more items, and the revenue amount to be provided to the artist is based on the number or

amount of purchases.



30. The method of claim 25, the method further comprising:

obtaining one or more endorsements made by the artist; and

displaying the one or more endorsements via the artist specific application, wherein

the revenue amount to be provided to the artist is based on the one or more endorsements

displayed through the artist specific application.

31. The method of claim 25, wherein the one or more songs are stored at the user device

in a manner that is configured to be playable only via the artist specific application.

32. The method of claim 31, wherein the one or more songs are encoded within an

executable of the artist specific application.

33. The method of claim 32, wherein the one or more songs are subject to a music lease

that permits the artist specific application to play the one or more songs until an expiration of

the music lease such that after the expiration, the one or more songs are rendered unplayable

by the artist specific application.

34. The method of claim 33, the method further comprising:

communicating, by the user device, with a computer system remote from the user

device via the network connection;

requesting, by the user device, a music lease renewal for the music lease from the

computer system;

determining, by the user device, whether the music lease renewal has been received;

updating, by the user device, the music lease such that the expiration of the music

lease is extended responsive to a determination that the music lease renewal has been

received;

determining, by the user device, whether the music lease has expired, wherein the one

or more songs are played responsive to a determination that the music lease has not expired.

35. The method of claim 33, wherein a decision of whether to renew the music lease is

based on the user activity.



36. The method of claim 25, the method further comprising:

receiving, by the user device, one or more album parameters that specify a change t o

be made to a dynamic album that includes the one or more songs;

accessing, by the user device, the one or more songs responsive to receipt of the one

or more album parameters;

modifying, by the user device, the one or more songs based on the one or more album

parameters to change the dynamic album without intervention by a user of the user device;

storing, by the user device, the modified one or more songs at the user device; and

playing, by the user device, at least some of the dynamic album via the artist specific

application based on the modified one or more songs.

37. The method of claim 36, wherein modifying the one or more songs comprises adding a

new song t o the one or more songs, removing a song from the one or more songs, replacing a

song among the one or more songs with a replacement song, or shuffling an order in which

the one or more songs are played.

38. The method of claim 36, wherein the one or more album parameters originate from

the artist associated with the artist specific application to change the dynamic album for users

that have installed the artist specific application.

39. The method of claim 25, the method further comprising:

obtaining a playlist that specifies an order of a plurality of songs t o be played at the

user device, wherein the plurality of songs include at least a first song among the one or more

songs and at least a second song t o be played through a second artist specific application

related to a second artist, and wherein the second artist specific application is separate from

the artist specific application;

determining that the first song is t o be played next based on the order of the playlist;

determining that the artist specific application should be activated based on the

determination that the first song is t o be played next;

activating the artist specific application;



causing the first song t o be played by the activated artist specific application;

determining that the second song is to be played after the first song is played based on

the order of the playlist;

determining that the second artist specific application should be activated based on

the determination that the second song is t o be played after the first song;

de-activating the artist specific application;

activating the second artist specific application; and

causing the second song t o be played by the activated second artist specific

application.

40. A system for providing music and other content associated with an artist through an

artist specific application and facilitating the monetization of the music and other content by

the artist, the system comprising:

a user device comprising one or more physical processors programmed with computer

program instructions that, when executed by the one or more physical processors, cause the

user device to:

access one or more songs of the artist via the artist specific application, wherein the

one or more songs are stored at the user device;

play the one or more songs via the artist specific application irrespective of whether or

not a network connection is available;

obtain artist content related to the artist via the artist specific application;

provide the artist content via the artist specific application;

monitor a user activity with respect to: (i) the first set of one or more songs, (ii) the

artist content, or (iii) both the first set of one or more songs and the artist content;

transmit information that indicates the user activity to a computer system remote

from the user device, wherein the information that indicates the user activity is used t o

determine a revenue amount to be provided to the artist.



41. The system of claim 40, wherein the user activity relates to a number of times or

duration in which the one or more songs are played via the artist specific application, and

wherein the revenue amount to be provided to the artist is based on the number of times or

duration in which the one or more songs are played via the artist specific application.

42. The system of claim 40, wherein the artist content comprises social media posts

related to the artist, the user activity relates to a level of interaction with the social media

posts, and the revenue amount to be provided to the artist is based on the level of interaction

with the social media posts.

43. The system of claim 40, wherein the artist content comprises advertising content to be

displayed via the artist specific application, the user activity relates to a level of interaction

with the advertising content, and the revenue amount to be provided to the artist is based on

the level of interaction with the advertising content.

44. The system of claim 40, wherein the artist content comprises one or more items

offered for purchase, the user activity relates to a number or amount of purchases of the one

or more items, and the revenue amount to be provided to the artist is based on the number or

amount of purchases.

45. The system of claim 40, wherein the user device is further programmed to:

obtain one or more endorsements made by the artist; and

display the one or more endorsements via the artist specific application, wherein the

revenue amount to be provided to the artist is based on the one or more endorsements

displayed through the artist specific application.

46. The system of claim 40, wherein the one or more songs are stored at the user device in

a manner that is configured to be playable only via the artist specific application.

47. The system of claim 46, wherein the one or more songs are encoded within an

executable of the artist specific application.



48. The system of claim 46, wherein the one or more songs are subject to a music lease

that permits the artist specific application to play the one or more songs until an expiration of

the music lease such that after the expiration, the one or more songs are rendered unplayable

by the artist specific application.

49. The system of claim 48, wherein the user device is further programmed to:

communicate with a computer system remote from the user device via the network

connection;

request a music lease renewal for the music lease from the computer system;

determine whether the music lease renewal has been received;

update the music lease such that the expiration of the music lease is extended

responsive to a determination that the music lease renewal has been received;

determine whether the music lease has expired, wherein the one or more songs are

played responsive to a determination that the music lease has not expired.

50. The system of claim 49, wherein a decision of whether to renew the music lease is

based on the user activity.

51. The system of claim 40, wherein the user device is further programmed to:

receive one or more album parameters that specify a change t o be made t o a dynamic

album that includes the one or more songs;

access the one or more songs responsive to receipt of the one or more album

parameters;

modify the one or more songs based on the one or more album parameters to change

the dynamic album without intervention by a user of the user device;

store the modified one or more songs at the user device; and

play at least some of the dynamic album via the artist specific application based on the

modified one or more songs.



52. The system of claim 51, wherein to modify the one or more songs, the user device is

further programmed to:

add a new song t o the one or more songs, removing a song from the one or more

songs, replacing a song among the one or more songs with a replacement song, or shuffling an

order in which the one or more songs are played.

53. The system of claim 51, wherein the one or more album parameters originate from the

artist associated with the artist specific application to change the dynamic album for users that

have installed the artist specific application.

54. The system of claim 40, wherein the user device is further programmed to:

obtain a playlist that specifies an order of a plurality of songs t o be played at the user

device, wherein the plurality of songs include at least a first song among the one or more

songs and at least a second song t o be played through a second artist specific application

related to a second artist, and wherein the second artist specific application is separate from

the artist specific application;

determine that the first song is t o be played next based on the order of the playlist;

determine that the artist specific application should be activated based on the

determination that the first song is t o be played next;

activate the artist specific application;

cause the first song t o be played by the activated artist specific application;

determine that the second song is t o be played after the first song is played based on

the order of the playlist;

determine that the second artist specific application should be activated based on the

determination that the second song is t o be played after the first song;

de-activate the artist specific application;

activate the second artist specific application; and

cause the second song t o be played by the activated second artist specific application.



55. A computer implemented method for activating and de-activating artist specific

applications to play a playlist of songs provided by the artist specific applications each being

associated with an artist, the method being implemented on a user device having one or more

physical processors programmed with computer program instructions that, when executed by

the one or more physical processors, cause the user device to perform the method, the

method comprising:

obtaining, by the user device, a playlist that specifies an order of a plurality of songs to

be played at the user device, wherein the plurality of songs include at least a first song t o be

played through a first artist specific application installed at and executed by the user device

and a second song to be played through a second artist specific application installed at and

executed by the user device;

determining, by the user device, that the first song is t o be played next based on the

order of the playlist;

determining, by the user device, that the first artist specific application should be

activated based on the determination that the first song is to be played next;

activating, by the user device, the first artist specific application;

causing, by the user device, the first song to be played by the activated first artist

specific application;

determining, by the user device, that the second song is t o be played after the first

song is played based on the order of the playlist;

determining, by the user device, that the second artist specific application should be

activated based on the determination that the second song is t o be played after the first song;

de-activating, by the user device, the first artist specific application;

activating, by the user device, the second artist specific application; and

causing, by the user device, the second song t o be played by the activated second artist

specific application.

56. The method of claim 55, the method further comprising:

incrementing a first level of user activity based on activation of the first artist specific

application to indicate that user interaction by a user with the first artist specific application

has increased;



updating one or more user accounts based on the incremented first level of user

activity, wherein the one or more user accounts track a level of user activity with respect to

the artist specific applications;

incrementing a second level of user activity based on activation of the second artist

specific application to indicate that user interaction by the user with the second artist specific

application has increased; and

updating one or more user accounts based on the incremented second level of user

activity.

57. The method of claim 56, the method further comprising:

causing a determination of a first revenue amount to be provided to a first artist

associated with the first artist specific application based on the one or more user accounts;

and

causing a determination of a second revenue amount to be provided to a second artist

associated with the second artist specific application based on the one or more user accounts.

58. The method of claim 56, the method further comprising:

awarding one or more first loyalty items to the user through the first artist specific

application based on the first level of user activity; and

awarding one or more second loyalty items to the user through the second artist

specific application based on the second level of user activity.

59. The method of claim 56, wherein incrementing the first level of user activity based on

activation of the first artist specific application comprises:

monitoring a level of user interaction with first social media content related to the first

artist that is presented to the user through the first artist specific application while the first

song is played, wherein the first level of user activity is incremented based on the level of user

interaction with the first social media content.

60. The method of claim 55, wherein activating the first artist specific application

comprises opening first artist specific application.



61. The method of claim 55, wherein activating the first artist specific application

comprises causing the first artist specific application to be placed in the foreground.

62. The method of claim 55, wherein de-activating the first artist specific application

comprises closing the first artist specific application.

63. The method of claim 55, wherein de-activating the first artist specific application

comprises causing the first artist specific application to be placed in the background.

64. The method of claim 55, the method further comprising:

receiving an indication to go to a particular song in the playlist;

determining a particular artist specific application associated with the particular song

responsive to the indication;

determining whether the particular artist specific application is already activated;

activating the particular artist specific application responsive to a determination that

the particular artist specific application is activated responsive to a determination that the

particular artist specific application is not already activated; and

causing the particular song to be played through the particular artist specific

application.

65. The method of claim 55, wherein activating the first artist specific application

comprises:

determining whether the first artist specific application is installed at the user device;

and

causing the first artist specific application to be installed at the user device responsive

to a determination that the first artist specific application is not installed at the user device.



66. The method of claim 55, the method further comprising:

transmitting information associated with the playlist to a remote device to share the

playlist, wherein the shared playlist causes the remote device to activate a corresponding first

artist specific application installed at the remote device to play the first song.

67. The method of claim 55, wherein the first song is subject to a first music lease that

specifies an expiration of the first song in association with the first artist specific application,

the method further comprising:

determining whether the first music lease has expired, wherein the first song is played

responsive to a determination that the first music lease has not expired.

68. The method of claim 55, wherein the first song is playable at the user device only

through the first artist specific application and the second song is playable at the user device

only through the second artist specific application.

69. The method of claim 68, wherein the first song is encoded within the first artist specific

application and the second song is encoded within the second artist specific application.

70. A system for activating and de-activating artist specific applications to play a playlist of

songs provided by the artist specific applications each being associated with an artist, the

system comprising:

a user device comprising one or more physical processors programmed with computer

program instructions that, when executed by the one or more physical processors, cause the

user device to:

obtain a playlist that specifies an order of a plurality of songs t o be played at the user

device, wherein the plurality of songs include at least a first song t o be played through a first

artist specific application installed at and executed by the user device and a second song t o be

played through a second artist specific application installed at and executed by the user

device;

determine that the first song is t o be played next based on the order of the playlist;



determine that the first artist specific application should be activated based on the

determination that the first song is t o be played next;

activate the first artist specific application;

cause the first song t o be played by the activated first artist specific application;

determine that the second song is t o be played after the first song is played based on

the order of the playlist;

determine that the second artist specific application should be activated based on the

determination that the second song is t o be played after the first song;

de-activate the first artist specific application;

activate the second artist specific application; and

cause the second song t o be played by the activated second artist specific application.

71. The system of claim 70, wherein the user device is further programmed to:

increment a first level of user activity based on activation of the first artist specific

application to indicate that user interaction by a user with the first artist specific application

has increased;

update one or more user accounts based on the incremented first level of user activity,

wherein the one or more user accounts track a level of user activity with respect to the artist

specific applications;

increment a second level of user activity based on activation of the second artist

specific application to indicate that user interaction by the user with the second artist specific

application has increased; and

update one or more user accounts based on the incremented second level of user

activity.

72. The system of claim 71, wherein the user device is further programmed to:

cause a determination of a first revenue amount to be provided to a first artist

associated with the first artist specific application based on the one or more user accounts;

and

cause a determination of a second revenue amount to be provided to a second artist

associated with the second artist specific application based on the one or more user accounts.



73. The system of claim 71, wherein the user device is further programmed to:

award one or more first loyalty items to the user through the first artist specific

application based on the first level of user activity; and

award one or more second loyalty items to the user through the second artist specific

application based on the second level of user activity.

74. The system of claim 71, wherein to increment the first level of user activity based on

activation of the first artist specific application, the user device is further programmed to:

monitor a level of user interaction with first social media content related to the first

artist that is presented to the user through the first artist specific application while the first

song is played, wherein the first level of user activity is incremented based on the level of user

interaction with the first social media content.

75. The system of claim 70, wherein to activate the first artist specific application, the user

device is further programmed to: open the first artist specific application.

76. The system of claim 70, wherein to activate the first artist specific application, the user

device is further programmed to:

cause the first artist specific application to be placed in the foreground.

77. The system of claim 70, wherein to de-activate the first artist specific application, the

user device is further programmed to: close the first artist specific application.

78. The system of claim 70, wherein to de-activate the first artist specific application, the

user device is further programmed to: cause the first artist specific application to be placed in

the background.

79. The system of claim 70, wherein the user device is further programmed to:

receive an indication to go t o a particular song in the playlist;



determine a particular artist specific application associated with the particular song

responsive to the indication;

determine whether the particular artist specific application is already activated;

activate the particular artist specific application responsive t o a determination that the

particular artist specific application is activated responsive to a determination that the

particular artist specific application is not already activated; and

cause the particular song to be played through the particular artist specific application.

80. The system of claim 70, wherein to activate the first artist specific application, the user

device is further programmed to:

determine whether the first artist specific application is installed at the user device;

and

cause the first artist specific application to be installed at the user device responsive to

a determination that the first artist specific application is not installed at the user device.

81. The system of claim 70, wherein the user device is further programmed to:

transmit information associated with the playlist to a remote device to share the

playlist, wherein the shared playlist causes the remote device t o activate a corresponding first

artist specific application installed at the remote device t o play the first song.

82. The system of claim 70, wherein the first song is subject to a first music lease that

specifies an expiration of the first song in association with the first artist specific application,

wherein the user device is further programmed to:

determine whether the first music lease has expired, wherein the first song is played

responsive to a determination that the first music lease has not expired.

83. The system of claim 70, wherein the first song is playable at the user device only

through the first artist specific application and the second song is playable at the user device

only through the second artist specific application.



84. The system of claim 70, wherein the first song is encoded within the first artist specific

application and the second song is encoded within the second artist specific application.

85. A computer implemented method for facilitating cross-application communication

among a plurality of artist specific applications installed at a user device and each associated

with a corresponding artist, the method being implemented on a user device having one or

more physical processors programmed with computer program instructions that, when

executed by the one or more physical processors, cause the user device to perform the

method, the computer program instructions including a first artist specific application and a

second artist specific application, the method comprising:

obtaining, by the user device, first artist content of a first artist, wherein the first artist

content comprises at least one of first music of the first artist or other content of the first

artist;

providing, by the user device, the first artist content to a user through the first artist

specific application, which is associated with the first artist and installed at the user device;

providing, by the user device, first information relating to the first artist content from

the first artist specific application to the second artist specific application;

obtaining, by the user device, second artist content of a second artist, wherein the

second artist content comprises at least one of second music of the second artist or other

content of the second artist; and

providing, by the user device, the second artist content and additional content based

on the first information to the user through the second artist specific application, which is

associated with the second artist and installed at the user device.

86. The method of claim 85, wherein the first artist content comprises first music that is

played through the first artist specific application, and wherein the first information relating to

the first artist content comprises an identification of the first music, wherein providing the

additional content comprises:

providing a selectable input through the second artist specific application;

receiving a selection of the selectable input through the second artist specific

application; and



causing the first music to be played responsive to the selection.

87. The method of claim 86, wherein causing the first music to be played comprises:

activating the first artist specific application, wherein the first music is played through

the first artist specific application; and

de-activating the second artist specific application.

88. The method of claim 87, wherein activating the first artist specific application

comprises opening the first artist specific application or placing the first artist specific

application in the foreground.

89. The method of claim 87, wherein de-activating the second artist specific application

comprises closing the second artist specific application or placing the second artist specific

application in the background.

90. The method of claim 87, the method further comprising:

incrementing a level of user activity based on activating the first artist specific

application, wherein a revenue amount to be shared with the first artist is based on the level

of user activity.

91. The method of claim 85, wherein the first information relating to the first artist content

comprises an indication of a level of user activity with respect to the first artist content

provided through the first artist specific application such that the additional content conveys

the user activity in the first artist specific application through the second artist specific

application.

92. The method of claim 91, wherein the first artist content comprises one or more social

media posts related to the first artist, one or more advertisements displayed through the first

artist specific application, or one or more items available for purchase through the first artist

specific application.



93. The method of claim 85, the method further comprising:

providing, by the user device, second information relating to the second artist content

from the second artist specific application to the first artist specific application.

94. The method of claim 85, the method further comprising:

providing, by the user device, the first information to a computer system remote from

the user device; and

providing, by the user device, second information relating to the second artist content

from the second artist specific application to the computer system.

95. The method of claim 85, wherein the first information comprises a playlist that

specifies an order of a plurality of songs t o be played through the first artist specific

application and the second artist specific application, wherein the plurality of songs include at

least a first song t o be played through the first artist specific application and a second song t o

be played through the second artist specific application.

96. The method of claim 85, wherein the first music of the first artist is subject to a music

lease that permits the first artist specific application to play the first music until an expiration

of the music lease such that after the expiration, the first music is rendered unplayable by the

first artist specific application.

97. A system for facilitating cross-application communication among a plurality of artist

specific applications installed at a user device and each associated with a corresponding artist,

the system comprising:

a user device comprising one or more physical processors programmed with computer

program instructions that, when executed by the one or more physical processors, cause the

user device to:

obtain first artist content of a first artist, wherein the first artist content comprises at

least one of first music of the first artist or other content of the first artist;

provide the first artist content to a user through the first artist specific application,

which is associated with the first artist and installed at the user device;



provide first information relating to the first artist content from the first artist specific

application to the second artist specific application;

obtain second artist content of a second artist, wherein the second artist content

comprises at least one of second music of the second artist or other content of the second

artist; and

provide the second artist content and additional content based on the first information

to the user through the second artist specific application, which is associated with the second

artist and installed at the user device.

98. The system of claim 97, wherein the first artist content comprises first music that is

played through the first artist specific application, and wherein the first information relating to

the first artist content comprises an identification of the first music, wherein to provide the

additional content, the user device is programmed to:

provide a selectable input through the second artist specific application;

receive a selection of the selectable input through the second artist specific

application; and

cause the first music to be played responsive t o the selection.

99. The system of claim 98, wherein to cause the first music t o be played, the user device

is programmed to:

activate the first artist specific application, wherein the first music is played through

the first artist specific application; and

de-activate the second artist specific application.

100. The system of claim 99, wherein to activate the first artist specific application, the user

device is programmed to:

open the first artist specific application or placing the first artist specific application in

the foreground.



101. The system of claim 99, wherein to de-activate the second artist specific application,

the user device is programmed to:

close the second artist specific application or placing the second artist specific

application in the background.

102. The system of claim 99, wherein the user device is further programmed to:

increment a level of user activity based on activating the first artist specific application,

wherein a revenue amount to be shared with the first artist is based on the level of user

activity.

103. The system of claim 97, wherein the first information relating to the first artist content

comprises an indication of a level of user activity with respect to the first artist content

provided through the first artist specific application such that the additional content conveys

the user activity in the first artist specific application through the second artist specific

application.

104. The system of claim 103, wherein the first artist content comprises one or more social

media posts related to the first artist, one or more advertisements displayed through the first

artist specific application, or one or more items available for purchase through the first artist

specific application.

105. The system of claim 97, wherein the user device is further programmed to:

provide second information relating to the second artist content from the second artist

specific application to the first artist specific application.

106. The system of claim 97, wherein the user device is further programmed to:

provide the first information to a computer system remote from the user device; and

provide second information relating to the second artist content from the second artist

specific application to the computer system.



107. The system of claim 97, wherein the first information comprises a playlist that specifies

an order of a plurality of songs t o be played through the first artist specific application and the

second artist specific application, wherein the plurality of songs include at least a first song to

be played through the first artist specific application and a second song to be played through

the second artist specific application.

108. The system of claim 97, wherein the first music of the first artist is subject to a music

lease that permits the first artist specific application to play the first music until an expiration

of the music lease such that after the expiration, the first music is rendered unplayable by the

first artist specific application.

109. A computer implemented method for updating a dynamic album that includes a set of

songs stored in relation to and played by an artist specific application associated with an artist,

the method being implemented on a user device having one or more physical processors

programmed with computer program instructions that, when executed by the one or more

physical processors, cause the user device to perform the method, the method comprising:

receiving, by the user device, one or more album parameters that specify a change t o

be made to a dynamic album that includes a plurality of songs, wherein the dynamic album is

stored via information encoding the plurality of songs at the user device in association with an

artist specific application that plays the dynamic album at the user device;

accessing, by the user device, the information encoding the plurality of songs

responsive to receipt of the one or more album parameters;

modifying, by the user device, the information encoding the plurality of songs based on

the one or more album parameters to change the dynamic album without intervention by a

user of the user device;

storing, by the user device, the modified information encoding the plurality of songs at

the user device; and

playing, by the user device, at least some of the dynamic album through the artist

specific application based on the modified information encoding the plurality of songs at the

user device.



110. The method of claim 109, wherein the one or more album parameters originate from

an artist associated with the artist specific application to change the dynamic album for users

that have installed the artist specific application.

111. The method of claim 109, wherein the information encoding the plurality of songs is

integrated with an executable file associated with the artist specific application.

112. The method of claim 109, wherein the one or more album parameters specify a new

song t o be added t o the dynamic album, the method further comprising:

receiving information that encodes the new song, wherein modifying the information

encoding the plurality of songs comprises re-encoding the information encoding the plurality

of songs such that the new song is included in the dynamic album.

113. The method of claim 109, wherein the one or more album parameters specify a song t o

be removed from the dynamic album, the method further comprising:

omitting the song t o be removed during playback of the dynamic album.

114. The method of claim 113, wherein omitting the song to comprises deleting the song.

115. The method of claim 113, wherein omitting the song comprises updating an indicator

associated with the song to be removed to indicate that the song should not be played in

association with the dynamic album.

116. The method of claim 109, wherein the one or more album parameters specify a song t o

be replaced with a replacement song, the method further comprising:

causing the replacement song to be played instead of the song t o be replaced during

playback of the dynamic album.

117. The method of claim 116, wherein the replacement song comprises a different version

of a song t o be replaced.



118. The method of claim 109, wherein the one or more album parameters specify a

reshuffling of the dynamic album, the method further comprising:

changing an order in which the plurality of songs of the dynamic album is played based

on the one or more album parameters.

119. The method of claim 109, wherein the plurality of songs is playable at the user device

through only the artist specific application.

120. The method of claim 109, wherein the dynamic album is subject to a music lease that,

when expires, renders the dynamic album unplayable, the method further comprising:

determining whether the music lease has been expired; and

rendering the dynamic album unplayable responsive to a determination that the music

lease has expired.

121. The method of claim 109, the method further comprising:

initiating playback of the dynamic album upon initiation of the artist specific

application.

122. A system for updating a dynamic album that includes a set of songs stored in relation

to and played by an artist specific application associated with an artist, the system comprises:

a user device comprising one or more physical processors programmed with computer

program instructions that, when executed by the one or more physical processors, cause the

user device to:

receive one or more album parameters that specify a change t o be made t o a dynamic

album that includes a plurality of songs, wherein the dynamic album is stored via information

encoding the plurality of songs at the user device in association with an artist specific

application that plays the dynamic album at the user device;

access the information encoding the plurality of songs responsive to receipt of the one

or more album parameters;



modify the information encoding the plurality of songs based on the one or more

album parameters to change the dynamic album without intervention by a user of the user

device;

store the modified information encoding the plurality of songs at the user device; and

play at least some of the dynamic album through the artist specific application based

on the modified information encoding the plurality of songs at the user device.

123. The system of claim 122, wherein the one or more album parameters originate from an

artist associated with the artist specific application to change the dynamic album for users that

have installed the artist specific application.

124. The system of claim 122, wherein the information encoding the plurality of songs is

integrated with an executable file associated with the artist specific application.

125. The system of claim 122, wherein the one or more album parameters specify a new

song t o be added t o the dynamic album, the user device further programmed to:

receive information that encodes the new song, wherein modifying the information

encoding the plurality of songs comprises re-encoding the information encoding the plurality

of songs such that the new song is included in the dynamic album.

126. The system of claim 122, wherein the one or more album parameters specify a song t o

be removed from the dynamic album, wherein the user device is further programmed to:

omit the song t o be removed during playback of the dynamic album.

127. The system of claim 126, wherein to omit the song, the user device is further

programmed to delete the song.

128. The system of claim 126, wherein to omit the song, the user device is further

programmed to:

update an indicator associated with the song t o be removed to indicate that the song

should not be played in association with the dynamic album.



129. The system of claim 122, wherein the one or more album parameters specify a song t o

be replaced with a replacement song, the user device further programmed to:

cause the replacement song t o be played instead of the song to be replaced during

playback of the dynamic album.

130. The system of claim 129, wherein the replacement song comprises a different version

of a song t o be replaced.

131. The system of claim 122, wherein the one or more album parameters specify a

reshuffling of the dynamic album, wherein the user device is further programmed to:

change an order in which the plurality of songs of the dynamic album is played based

on the one or more album parameters.

132. The system of claim 122, wherein the plurality of songs is playable at the user device

through only the artist specific application.

133. The system of claim 122, wherein the dynamic album is subject to a music lease that,

when expires, renders the dynamic album unplayable, wherein the user device is further

programmed to:

determine whether the music lease has been expired; and

render the dynamic album unplayable responsive to a determination that the music

lease has expired.

134. The system of claim 122, wherein the user device is further programmed to:

initiate playback of the dynamic album upon initiation of the artist specific application.

135. A computer implemented method for receiving commands from an artist to update a

dynamic album at a user device that includes a set of songs stored in relation to and played by

an artist specific application associated with an artist, the method being implemented on a

computer system having one or more physical processors programmed with computer



program instructions that, when executed by the one or more physical processors, cause the

computer system t o perform the method, the method comprising:

receiving, by the computer system, from an artist, one or more commands that specify

a change t o be made t o a dynamic album played at a user device through an artist specific

application associated with the artist;

generating, by the computer system, one or more album parameters used t o change

the dynamic album based on the one or more commands; and

providing, by the computer system, the one or more album parameters to at least a

first user device remote from the computer system at which the artist specific application is

installed, wherein the one or more album parameters cause the user device to change the

dynamic album in association with the artist specific application without intervention by a user

of the user device.

136. The method of claim 135, wherein providing the one or more album parameters to the

first user device comprises:

identifying the user device based on identifying information used to identify the user

device, wherein the one or more album parameters are provided based on the identification.

137. The method of claim 136, wherein the identifying information comprises a user

account identifier that is associated with the user device.

138. The method of claim 135, wherein the one or more album parameters is provided to

the first user device responsive to a communication received from the first user device.
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